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Understanding of charge carrier transport and recombination in bulk

heterojunction (BHJ) materials is important for continued improvement of

organic photovoltaics (OPVs). Solar cell efficiencies now approach 12% and

answers to lingering questions create a roadmap for increasing this value.

OPVs are made as vertical structures and majority of analyses in

literature are directed to this structure. In this dissertation, theoretical and

experimental analyses of lateral devices are developed to compliment the

knowledge base established with vertical devices. Lateral OPVs offer unique

insights into transport and recombination physics in BHJs: they decouple

charge extraction from charge photogeneration, allow clear formation of space-

charge regions and recombination zone, open the BHJ to probing, and allow

comparison of ambipolar to unipolar electron & hole currents.

Lateral OPVs are simulated to understand their current-voltage behavior

and link it to development of space-charge. Modeling focuses on the inter-

mediate 3µm channel length. At this transport length effects of space-charge

behavior are clearly present and all photogenerated charge can be extracted.
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Modeling work is used to support analysis of experimental results. BHJs

made of electron-transporter [6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM)

and hole-transporting polymer poly[3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl] (P3HT) and co-

polymer poly[2-(5-(4,4-dioctyl-4H-silolo[3,2-b:4,5-b′]dithiophen-2-yl)-3-tetrade-

cylthiophen-2-yl)-5-(3-tetradecylthiophen-2-yl)thiazolo[5,4-d]thiazole] (PDTSi-

TzTz) are studied.

Transport in PDTSi-TzTz:PCBM is analyzed by profiling the channel

potential. The channel potential and current-voltage measurements are used

to obtain carrier mobilities and recombination rates. High charge collection

efficiency is found even at transport lengths greater than 1 micron.

Photocurrent and extracted unipolar injection currents in P3HT:PCBM

blends are studied. These measurements yield intensity-dependent mobilities

of both electrons and holes. Extraction of both mobility values in the same

BHJ point to electron mobility as the limiting factor in OPV performance.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Solar cells are now becoming prevalent as individual panels or as part

of large remote installations supplementing electricity generated by other

means. For such usages, optimum light-to-electricity conversion efficiencies in

the photoactive material are required since energy generation is the singular

purpose of these solar cells. Without a question, solar cells using crystalline

materials are the top performers in the field of photovoltaics[1]. However, the

urban landscape receives and wastes enormous amounts of solar energy. So it

makes sense to adapt the urban landscape to make better use of the light it

already receives. Building-integrated solar cells must also have an acceptable

aesthetic look and have deeper integration into the urban infrastructure. Solar

cells using organic photovoltaic materials (OPV) are one of the most promising

for this use. Organic solar cells can be manufactured on truly large-scales

by printing, be made semitransparent, and be selected for a range of colors.

Difficulties notwithstanding, these materials are entering commercialization,

especially strongly in the building-integrated photovoltaic market where they

are replacing windows, rooftops, skylights, and facades.

Of the photoactive materials used in OPVs, the bulk heterojunction

(BHJ) is one of the most heavily researched. A strong scientific ecosystem has

grown around understanding of how light is converted into electricity inside the
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BHJ. Starting from the materials which make up the BHJ and their multivaried

treatment; the absorption of light within; the conversion of light into free

electron and hole charge carriers; the movement of charges; the loss of charges;

and ultimately charge collection; encapsulated by the charge-collecting confines

of the contacts - every part of the process has been subjected to rigorous

scientific inquiry.

Nearly all solar cells using BHJ light-absorbing films are vertical struc-

tures, where the BHJ is protected from the bottom and top by the charge-

collecting electrodes. Majority of research is directed at the vertical structure

because the results can be applied directly back to making the OPV more effi-

cient. This approach has been very successful: OPVs are now commercialized

products with efficiencies higher than 10%.

In the OPV light is absorbed through one of the contacts leading to

photogeneration of electron and hole carriers in the film. A bias across the

contacts redistributes the electron and hole populations by pulling them toward

the contacts where they can be extracted, thus generating power. The thicker

the film, the greater the volume of charge which can be collected. But majority

of OPVs with BHJ films are no thicker than 100nm. This is because collection

efficiencies (as quantified by the fill factor) decrease dramatically. Only a few

BHJ blends maintain efficiencies with film thickness greater than 100nm.

Answering this question in vertical OPV is not simple since this design

couples absorption and transport. Absorption of light is not even through

the BHJ and becomes highly non-uniform for thickness’ ≥1µm. Extraction

of charges convolves its own carrier distribution on top of photogenerated

2



distribution. As a result transport at lengths greater than 1 micron is not

experimentally well understood.

This work covers investigation of charge transport and recombination

in OPVs using lateral structures.

Use of lateral is not constrained to the BHJ materials system. Measure-

ment and analysis techniques developed throughout this dissertation can be

applied to other semiconductors.

Before results of this work can be presented, §2 covers the fundamentals

of bulk heterojunctions, organic photovoltaics, and then overviews lateral

OPVs. The bulk heterojunction is discussed briefly: including the materials,

their treatment, and BHJ morphology. A basic treatment of photogeneration,

transport, and extraction of charge in organic photovoltaics is given. Vertical

structures are covered to provide a context and motivation for using lateral

structures to study transport. Some of the notable advantages of lateral

devices are decoupling of carrier distributions from light absorption, extension

of transport to micron scales, opening of the BHJ to probing, and ability to

measure ambipolar and unipolar currents in the same BHJ. Introduction to

lateral devices is concluded with earlier theoretical and experimental results.

Simulation work in §3 is presented to build fundamental understanding

of charge extraction in lateral devices. Modeling is performed using the Silvaco

Atlas© commercial semiconductor equation solver. First a base model is built

to relate its current-voltage curve with development of space- charge. Use of

the voltage exponent is established as a valuable analysis parameter.

Results from LOPV modeling are used to characterize the PDTSi-

3



TzTz:PCBM blend in §4. Recombination zone potentiometry in a 50µm device

is used to directly measure bulk material conductivity and to calculate the

ratio between electron and hole mobilities. These parameters are then used to

extract the intensity-dependent mobility values, free carrier concentration, and

the recombination coefficient.

The behavior of the voltage is used to accurately extract forward bias

injection currents in P3HT:PCBM. The voltage exponent is used to determine

the bias at which photocurrent in an ambipolar device saturates. The saturated

photocurrent By using unipolar contacts electron and hole injection currents

in forward bias are determined by subtracting the photocurrent contribution

to total current. The injection currents are found to be space-charge- limited.
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Chapter 2

Overview of Lateral Devices

Years of investigation of bulk heterojunction (BHJ) materials have

produced a wide body of knowledge about organic photovoltaics materials,

[2–9], formulated a well-established theory on many relevant processes [10–12],

and designed a wide number of experimental techniques for studying them. [13,

14]

Majority of photovoltaic devices with BHJ layers are vertical structures.

Figure 2.5 illustrates an OPV under operation. In a vertical structure the BHJ

sandwiched by the charge-collecting contacts. Transport and recombination

mechanisms of BHJ materials are typically studied within vertical devices as

well. But it is also possible to make OPVs by realigning the contacts so they lie

in-plane with the BHJ, creating a lateral organic photovoltaic device (LOPV).

Our group has focused on studying BHJ materials with lateral devices.

This chapter focuses on the motivation for using this atypical device geometry,

its application, and recorded contributions to the OPV field.

To begin, bulk heterojunction materials and fundamentals of light

conversion into electricity are overviewed. To place lateral devices in context

of the organic photovoltaic field, the standard vertical structures are covered,

before a more extensive return to the primary subject.
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2.1 Bulk Heterojunction Materials

The basic processes of charge photogeneration, transport, and loss

from recombination for converting photons into charges take place within the

photoactive bulk heterojunction film.

Because BHJ materials are not crystalline on a large scale, the terms

’Conduction band’ and ’Valence band’ used to describe crystalline solar cell

semiconductors such as silicon or gallium arsenide are not perfectly applicable.

Rather, the electronic stucture of organic BHJ materials is described by Highest

Occupied Molecular Orbit (HOMO) and Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbit

(LUMO) bands [15], and an inherent disorder of states[16–18]. Electron con-

duction occurs in the LUMO band and hole conduction occurs in the HOMO

band.

Still, on an initial approach, the semiconductting BHJ is often simplified

and characterized by an effective bandgap. The bandgap is defined by the

valence-band equivalent HOMO and the conduction-band equivalent LUMO.

2.1.1 Bulk Heterojunction Materials

The bulk heterojunction consists of a mixture of electron- and hole-

transporting materials. The hole conductor is usually a polymer, while the

electron conductor is usually a small-molecule fullerene derivative.

Though other electron-transporting materials are known, literature does

not often stray from using the C60 fullerene derivative (Figure 2.1): [6,6]-phenyl-

C61-butyric acid methyl ester(PC61BM or PCBM). A similar C70 derivative

called PC71BM is also used.

6



(a)
(b)

Figure 2.1: Diagram electron-transporting chemically-modified fullerene deriva-
tives (a) PC61BM, and (b) PC71BM.

The deep-lying HOMO levels of PC61BM and PC71BM are ∼-5.8eV ,

and the LUMO of PC61BM and PC71BM are -3.8eV & -3.9eV [19, 20]. It is

common to see a small variation among HOMO and LUMO values reported in

literature. In context of contacts and energy alignment, pure PCBM energy

values should be used carefully as the PCBM interface is known to form dipoles

that can dramatically affect these numbers [20, 21].

Electron mobility in pure PCBM films is high and falls within measure-

ment error when compared between the PC61BM and PC71BM. Space-charge

limited electron mobility in pure PC61BM films was found to be 2 ×10-3cm2/V -

sec [22], while FET mobilities were measured to be 2.8×10-3cm2/V -sec for

PC61BM and 2.2×10-3cm2/V -sec for PC71BM [19] . In OPVs, PC71BM is

favored for its slightly better absorption in the visible spectrum [23].

The hole transporting material is usually a polymer. Unlike the electron-

transporting material, the hole-transporting material has undergone more evo-

lution over time: transitioning from -p-phenylenevinylene) (-PPV) derivatives

like poly[2-methoxy,5-(3′,7′-dimethyloctyloxy)]-p-phenylenevinylene) MDMO-

7



(a)

6 13

(b)

[ ]

Figure 2.2: Diagram of hole-transporting polymer (a) P3HT and (b) co-polymer
PDTSi-TzTz.

PPV)[24], to poly[3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl] (P3HT), [25, 26], and more re-

cently to polymers like poly(4,4-dioctyldithieno(3,2-b:2′,3′-d)silole)-2,6-diyl-alt-

(2,1,3-benzothiadiazole)-4,7-diyl (PSB-TBT) belonging to the donor-acceptor

family of co-polymers[4, 27] As of writing August 8, 2016, P3HT remains a

prototypical BHJ hole transporter and bases many transport and recombination

studies of OPVs[26].

Although polymers are assumed to be hole conductors, they can also

conduct electrons. However electron conduction is usually inferior due to

trapping[28].

The polymer P3HT and co-polymer poly[2-(5-(4,4-dioctyl-4H-silolo[3,2-

b:4,5-b′]dithiophen-2-yl)-3-tetradecylthiophen-2-yl)-5-(3-tetradecylthiophen-2-

yl)thiazolo[5,4-d]thiazole] (PDTSi-TzTz, also known as Konarka Polymer 115,

aka KP115) are investigated further in this work: PDTSi-TzTz in Chapter §4

and P3HT in Chapter §5.
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2.1.2 Morphology of the Bulk Heterojunction

The BHJ film is made by dissolving the electron- and hole-transporting

materials in a solvent and then depositing it on a substrate by spin-coating,

doctor-blading, or some other means. Upon drying the film forms an interpen-

etrating network with an amorphous or polycrystalline morphology, depending

on the drying conditions. The film morphology had a dramatic effect on film

absorption [29, 30] as well as transport and recombination in the BHJ[2, 7, 8,

31].

The BHJ morphology, Figure 2.3, can be separated into pure isolated

material phases and a mixed phase.

Figure 2.3: Reproduced with alteration to text from Chen et. al. [32]. Illustra-
tion of bulk heterojunction morphology.

The network is either amorphous without an long-range order, or in

case of self-organizing polymers like P3HT polystrystalline with short-range

order [33–35].
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The composition[36–38] and morphology has long been recognized as

an important aspect of the BHJ. Thermal treatment plays a crucial role in

efficiency for P3HT:PCBM OPVs[25, 39–42]. Control of aggregation of PCBM

is necessary to achieve high efficiencies in PTB-7:PCBM [32, 43]. But for some

blends, such as PDTSi-TzTz, the role of morphology is more ambiguous[44,

45].

Morphology plays an important role in photogeneration of charge[9].

PCBM and polymer BHJ constituents absorb light in different portions of the

solar spectrum: the absorption of PCBM is strongest in the blue wavelengths

(≤400nm) [29, 46] and the supplementing absorption of the polymer occurs at

higher wavelengths (typically strongest in the green and yellow) [27, 47–49]. An

absorbed photon creates a bound electron-hole pair called an exciton. Under

separation of the exciton, one of the materials donate a charge that the the

other material accepts. Often donor-acceptor blend is used interchangeably

with bulk heterojunction. To be separated into free electron and hole charges,

the exciton must diffuse to the mixed donor-acceptor phase where the built-in

potential difference at the interface assists in disassocciation of the exciton.

The basics of the process are illustrated in Figure 2.4

Figure 2.4: Reproduced with alteration to text from Bakulin et. al.[50].
Illustrattion of charge-transfer exciton generation and separation in a bulk
heterojunction.
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The specifics of charge-transfer are a major subfield and its details are

better covered by other researchers[30, 32, 51–56].

Due to the overlap of the incident solar spectrum (nearly always

AM1.5G), majority of light absorption occurs in the polymer leading to transfer

of an electron to PCBM, However charge transfer can occur in another direction

if the charge transfer dynamics are more favorable[50].

On separation of the CT state, free charge move into their native

material phases. Complexities of the system morphology notwithstanding,

bias-induced electrical fields and gradients in carrier concentrations lead to

drift-diffusion of charges through the BHJ.

2.1.3 Transport and Recombination in Bulk Heterojunctions

Fundamental semiconductor transport concepts such as space-charge-

limited (SCL) currents [57–60] or Poole-Frenkel conduction[61–63] are applicable

to organic materials when the disordered nature is taken into account [64–67].

BHJ carrier mobilities are not high judging from standards set by

high-performance thin-film- transistor polymers or organic crystals, nevermind

crystalline semiconductors.

Values usually reported on the order of 10-4 or 10-3, and almost never

higher than 10-2cm2/V -sec. Often the pure materialmobility is reduced when

it is incorporated into a BHJ. This is the case with PCBM, which have been

reported to have a space-charge limited mobility of 2×10-3cm2/V -sec [22].

But opposite situations have also been reported, with the BHJ morphology

improving mobility of the polymer component[30].
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Despite the low carrier mobilities, charges which reach their pure ma-

terial phase can have very long lifetimes[38, 68, 69] owing to their physical

separation from the opposite charge type, which dramatically reduces recombi-

nation of free charges.

Recombination is the primary mechanism by which photogenerated

charges are lost, and so garners much interest[10, 70]. Geminate recombination

of bound exciton is usually considered to be a separate process and is not

considered. Though such losses can impact performance of some systems [71]

these losses are minimal in efficient systems [72, 73] This work is concerned

with loss of free, unbound, nongeminate, carriers.

Recombination can be classified as monomolecular or bimolecular, de-

pending on the regime of OPV operation[74]. Monomolecular recombination

occurs when carrier populations are highly unequal. This is the case for

Shockley-Read-Hall, or trap-assissted recombination, where a free carrier re-

combines with a trapped carrier. Theoretical simulations point to importance

of SRH-like recombination [70, 75], but more research is needed to narrow

down the cause.

Bimolecular recombination occurs between relatively equal populations

of carriers. Bimolecular recombination is the mechanism most encountered

in BHJ material systems. Bimolecular recombination in organic materials is

typically compared to the Langevin recombination rate. Langevin recombina-

tion is understood as a rate of recombination expected from encounter rates

of the two charge carriers (underoing Brownian motion), and is directly tied

to the respective carrier mobilities. Non-Langevin, or reduced, recombination
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has been reported for a number of polymer:fullerene systems, including those

containing P3HT and PDTSi-TzTz [13, 44]. Non-Langevin recombination

describes loss rates lower than expected from Langevin rates.

Light
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Small-molecule

Acceptor

Polymer
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Semi-
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Charge transport
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Figure 2.5: Reproduced with alteration from Shuttle et al.[71]: visualization
of charge carrier generation, transport and recombination in a BHJ under
illumination.

2.2 Basics of Organic Photovoltaic Devices

Photogeneration, carrier transport and recombination properties of poly-

mer:fullerene systems, combined with the contacts, determine the performance

of an organic photovoltaic device (OPV).

An OPV is a diode, which can be divided into two main structural
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categories: vertical and lateral, based on direction of charge transport within

the BHJ relative to the supporting substrate. Nearly all organic solar cells are

vertical structures. Figure 2.5 illustrates vertical stucture’s typical components:

a glass substrate with a semi-transparent contact, blocking layers for reducing

injection of minority carriers, the photoactive film, and the second contact.

For this reason, vertical structures are by far those most commonly used

to investigate properties and behavior of BHJ material systems. Thus, it is

prudent to first cover vertical devices before narrowing the discussion to lateral

devices, since lateral structures share much in common with vertical devices.

In a vertical structure, various components of the OPV can be separated

into individual planes. This enables the individual parts of a vertical solar cell

to be optimized sequentially. Thus optimized contacts and transport layers can

be developed for extracting photogenerated charges and blocking injection from

the contacts[76]. Despite efficiency of the BHJ itself, contacts can dramatically

degrade OPV performance [77].

However typical techniques for depositing the BHJ, like spin-casting,

limit the thickness of the deposited photoactive film before segregation of the

BHJ phases takes place.

2.3 Overview of Common Experimental Techniques for
Bulk Heterojunction Devices

2.3.1 Analysis of Solar Cell Devices Current-Voltage Curves

Current-voltage characteristics of an OPV are illustrated in Figure 2.6.

In operation, a solar cell is characterized by three primary parameters obtained
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from its current-voltage curves: open-circuit voltage (VOC), short-circuit current

(JSC), and the fill factor (FF).

Figure 2.6: Reproduced without alteration from Dyakonov & Deibel [5]:
Current-voltage characteristics of an Organic Photovoltaic Device.

Careful analysis of only these parameters can yield valuable information

on physics of transport and recombination, such as differentiating between

monomolecular and bimolecular mechanisms depending on the device bias[74].

Analysis of current-voltage curves is a complicated process due to many

factors contributing to their shape, including mobility imbalance, recombination

dynamics, and the contacts. [76–79].

Experimental techniques have been developed around the vertical struc-

ture to hone in on a specific transport or recombination mechanism. These

techniques have provided major insights into organic material systems.

2.3.2 Carrier Sweep-out: Time of Flight and Charge Extraction by
Linearly Extracting Voltage

Carrier mobilities are often investigated using the time-of-flight (ToF)[80,

81] or photogenerated charge extraction by linearly increasing voltage (photo-
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CELIV). Both of these techniques are long-established, and work by analyzing

the transients resulting from sweep-out of carriers from a device. An excellent

review of these techniques is provide by Pivrikas et. al. [13]. One known

seriuos drawback of these measurement techniques is the high beam power

which excites carrier densities much higher than found in Open-circuit corrected

charge extraction (OTRACE)[82] corrects for the built-in bias to improve on

photo-CELIV. Resistance-dependent PhotoVoltage (RPV) is a recent innovation

on photo-CELIV and is capable of extracting mobilities of both carriers[83, 84].

2.3.3 Charge Extraction

Charge extraction (CE) is another potent experimental technique. CE is

in-situ measurement[68] of functioning devices biased at some operating voltage

between short-circuit and open circuit voltages. This technique extracts the

charge density at a set bias point and has been used to study charge-density-

dependent recombination behavior in OPVs[71, 73, 85]

2.3.4 Impedance Spectroscopy

Carrier diffusion and recombination dynamics have also been studied

with impedance spectroscopy (IS). IS models the photovoltaic device as a

resistor-capacitor network and analyzing its small- signal impedance[86]. It

has been used to measure a number of critical parameters including density-

dependent carrier mobilities and lifetimes [69, 87, 88]. Differential resistance is

related to this measurement[89] and can yield information on recombination

order of the material.
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2.3.5 Flash-Photolysis Time-resolved Microwave Photoconductiv-
ity

Flash-Photolysis Time-resolved Microwave Photoconductivity (TRMC)

is an old technique used to quantify charge separation[90]. This technique

measures time-resolved changes in the photoconductivity with an exciting

pulse, and has the benefit of not requiring electrodes to study the material.

It has been used to study charge separation and extract carrier lifetimes in

P3HT:PCBM[39], and look into sources behind reduced bimolecular recombi-

nation in BHJ blends[91].

2.4 Lateral devices

Lateral solar cells have been reported in literature[92]. Due to their

lackluster performance charcteristics, LOPVs do not attract much interest.

But lateral structures can be used to provide valuable information on charge

transport in BHJ materials. Compared to vertical OPVs, lateral OPVs offer

several advantages for investigating transport and recombination in bulk het-

erojunctions.These structures have been studied previously using simulation

[93–95], optical microscopy [96–99], and electrical testing[100–104].

In a lateral device the electrodes and the BHJ are coplanar. The

substrate with electrodes is fabricated separately, in either an opposed and

interdigitated geometry, depending on how the device is meant to be character-

ized. The two geomtries are illustrated in Figure 2.7. The fabrication process

is detailed in Appendix A.

The bulk heterojunction is spun on top of the substrate with patterned
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Figure 2.7: (a) opposed and interdigitated (b) lateral device geometries.
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Figure 2.8: Lateral devices in a (a) diode configuration and (b) organic field-
effect transistor.

contacts, which completes the lateral organic photovoltaic (LOPV) device.

LOPVs are also referred to as a lateral BHJ (LBHJ) or lateral organic solar cells

(LOSCs). Depending on the substrate, lateral devices can operate as diodes or as

bottom-gate bottom-contact field-effect transistors (FETs). Usually, the types

of operation are separated: leaving a FET gate floating could unintentionally

affect diode transport, and the glass substrate in a diode is too thick to

effectively induce a channel. Figure 2.8 illustrates drawings of lateral devices

fabricated as a LOPV or a organic field-effect transistor (OFET).

In a LOPV charge distributions resulting from photogeneration and

extraction are independent. As in a vertical OPV, charge distribution from

photogeneration is determined by the thickness of the BHJ film. But carrier
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transport is determined by the spacing of the electrodes and the electrodes lie

perpendicular to thickness. In a vertical structure, film thickness determines is

also sets the carrier transport length.

Re-orienting the electrodes parallel to the substrate exposes the BHJ.

Transport studies in vertical devices must deal with an electrode obscuring the

BHJ. Probing a vertical devices along the transport length is possible[105], but

very challenging. This problem is significantly simplified for lateral structures

which can easily be probed directly along the transport length.

Another notable benefit of lateral devices is the ability to investigate

transport through a wide range of transport lengths: from nanometer to

micrometer transport scales. Lateral devices with different channel lengths (L)

are used for analyzing transport in different regimes.

Short devices with L<1µm are most comparable to vertical devices,

especially for lengths under 300nm. Precise control of short channel lengths

can be achieved by electron-beam lithography.

At intermediate lengths, 1µm<10µm, extraction of charges leads to

better defined profiles in the distribution of carriers. Space-charge regions

(SCRs) where electron and hole populations are unequal form near the contacts.

The recombination zone where charge populations are equal also becomes

distinct. But it is still possible to extract all of the photogenerated charge at

biases which can be reasonably achieved during testing(-200V ). By analyzing

the current-voltage behavior to extract the voltage exponent (as covered in §3),

the entire development of charge distribution under extraction can be observed.

In long-channel lateral devices, L>10µm, the amount of available charge
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is too large to extract completely. Thus a recombination zone occupies a sub-

stantial portion of the device channel. Long-channel devices can be probed

optically or electrically to resolve the space-charge regions and the recombina-

tion zone under quasi-equilibrium. The recombination zone potential can also

be used to measure the conductivity of the bulk BHJ material and calculate

the ratio of the carrier mobilities.

OPVs are typically made with dis-similar contact work functions. The

work function selection blocks injection in reverse bias and allows ambipolar

injection in forward bias. Equal or similar work function contacts are used

to isolate unipolar electron or hole conduction in the BHJ. Studies involving

combinations of different electrodes in vertical devices typically necessitate

fabrication of new devices for each work function combination. This demands

strict control of fabrication conditions as separate vertical devices must have

the same films for a valid comparison to be made. In lateral devices, both

contacts are patterned before BHJ film deposition and can be chosen as desired.

This makes it easy to study ambipolar and unipolar transport in the same

BHJ film. Testing of different fabrication conditions in lateral devices is also

easier. However, incorporating blocking layers typically employed to improve

performance in vertical OPVs, significantly complicates the contact fabrication

process in lateral devices.

2.4.1 Theory and Simulation of Charge Extraction in Lateral De-
vices

In principle physics of charge extraction in lateral devices are the same

as those investigated with vertical devices. Thus results obtained from vertical
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and lateral devices are complimentary.

In lateral devices, as in vertical devices, total device current is composed

of photogenerated current and injected current. However, current-voltage

behavior requires an altered approach to analyzing and extracting transport

parameters.

The work of Zi-En Ooi lays the theoretical foundation for analysis of

lateral devices [93, 94]. Zi-En’s modeling extends the description of charge

extraction provided by Goodman and Rose [106] to account for the substantial

recombination zone that appears at long transport distances. His simulations

also tie together the mobility ratio and the SCR voltages, enabling extraction

of both carrier mobilities through profiling of the potential in a long-channel

LOPV. Figure 2.9 shows how that the relationship between mobilities and

SCRs is quite consistent at different simulation conditions.

Figure 2.9: Simulation of relationship between the mobility ratio and SCR
potentials[94].

Kelly Liang united simulation and experimental current measurements

to quantify photoconductive gain in LOPVs[107].
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.10: Electric field induced second harmonic generation microscopy (a)
setup and (b) results for a P3HT:PCBM LOPV.

Chapter §3 covers the theory of charge extraction in lateral organic

photovoltaic devices with greater detail.

2.4.2 Optical Microscopy of Lateral Devices

Optical microscopy uses long-channel devices with opposed layouts to

investigate the BHJ.

Professor X.-Y. Zhu’s and Dr. Josh Morris used electric field induced

second harmonic generation (EFISH) microscopy to investigate P3HT:PCBM

and PSB-TBT:PCBM blends [97, 98].

EFISH is a special case of second harmonic generation where conversion

of two incident photons of frequency ω is to a single photon of frequency 2ω

depends on the strength of the electric field in the system. The setup along with

results for P3HT:PCBM are included in Figure 2.10. Results from EFISH show

that substantial electric fields and high quantities of excess charge are present

in the recombination zone of the lateral device. Charge collection efficiencies

through the entire channel LOPV were studied with Scanning Probe Confocal

Microscopy(SPCM). This technique was developed by Professor David Vanden

Bout’s students Micah Glaz and Marlene Gutierrez[96, 99]. Measurement
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setup is reproduced in Figure 2.11. Channel maps of P3HT:PCBM in the

Figure 2.11: Scanning Probe Confocal Microscopy setup

dark and under illumination (Figure 2.12) along with extracted scanlines show

high peaks of collected currents near the electrodes, indicating accumulated

space-charge regions and extent of carrier drift lengths. In addition, their

findings indicate high collection efficiencies deep within the recombination zone.

Maps of P3HT:PCBM and PDTSi-TzTz:PCBM (covered in §4) are counter to

very low currents of PTB-7:PCBM LOPV devices [99] pointing to a mechanism

behind such high collection being specific to the conditions of the recombination

zone.

2.4.3 Electrical Characterization of Lateral Devices

Electrical characterization of device behavior is applicable to lateral

devices and vertical devices. For lateral devices, analysis of current-voltage

demands an alteration to grapple with the much greater range of transport

distances. For electrical testing, interdigitated layouts are used to enhance

measured currents. Since there are no superimposed pulses during electrical

testing (unlike photo-CELIV), the LOPV operates under typical solar cell
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Figure 2.12: Scanning Probe Confocal Microscopy mapping of a P3HT:PCBM
lateral device (a) in the dark and (b) light, and extracted scan lines in the (c)
dark and (d) light.
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conditions.

Performed carefully, analysis of current-voltage behavior finds transport

and recombination parameters similar to techniques used in vertical devices,

and yields additional insights into transport and recombination physics.

Initial electrical characterization of lateral OPVs was performed Chris

Lombardo [101]. His comparison of current density vs. device length (Figure

2.13) demonstrated saturation of extracted current due to developments of

space-charges.

Besides establishing LOPV analysis techniques, Lombardo also compared

electrical performance of lateral devices operating as diodes and field-effect

transistors (FETs). Study of organic FETs (OFETs) is itself a substantial

field[108]. OFET characteristics are sometimes used to obtain carrier mobilities

in BHJ materials [19, 49, 100, 109]. However traps at the dielectric-organic

interface and very difference carrier concentrations

In-situ potentiometry of LOPV channels was developed by Eric Daniel-

son to take advantage of the exposed BHJ. Zi-En’s findings underpin analysis

performed in the recombination zone. Full- channel potentiometry, Figure 2.14,

was performed by Dr. Danielson [103] for P3HT:PCBM LOPVs. These results

confirmed unequal potential distributions from accumulation of charge and a

constant potential through the recombination zone. His results confirmed that

number of probes can be reduced to only profile the recombination zone to

obtain study common transport parameters.

Subsequently, RZ-only potentiomtry was applied to P3HT:PCBM mate-

rial system by Zi-En [94] and to the PDTSi-TzTz:PCBM system by the author
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Figure 2.13: Photocurrent density vs. device length for LOPVs under AM1.5
illumination at 96mW/cm2 [102].

of this work [104]. Finding in PDTSi-TzTz:PCBM are covered in §4.

One problem with probe profilometry is that it requires rather large

volumes of charge in SCRs to enable fitting of the potential in the recombination

zone. This is not typically an issue in organic materials where carrier mobilities

are low. Profilometry is also helpbed by reduced recombination coefficients

which also build-up space-charge.

2.5 Charge Injection in Forward Bias in Lateral Devices

Previous work focused on analyzing SCL currents in reverse bias. For-

ward bias where both injection currents and light current can also be used to

study LOPV behavior

Recently, electrical analysis of injection currents was performed in
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Figure 2.14: Many-probe potentiometry of an LOPV showing voltage profile
throughout the channel [103].

intermediate channel length devices. The theory is covered in Chapter §3 and

results of analysis of P3HT:PCBM devices is covered in Chapter §5
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Chapter 3

Theory and Modeling of Transport &

Recombination in Lateral Devices

In this chapter, charge extraction in lateral devices is modeled to gain

insights into their current-voltage behavior under reverse bias and the concurrent

development of space-charge. Effects of changes to parameters such as as

generation rate, recombination rate, and carrier mobilities are investigated.

The voltage exponent obtained from the current-voltage relationship is found

to be useful for observing the development of the the space-charge regions

under reverse bias.

3.1 Basics of Organic Photovoltaic Devices

Structure of organic photovoltaic (OPVs) devices can be divided into

two main categories: vertical and lateral, based on direction of transport

relative to the underlying substrate. On a basic level, transport within the

two structures is the same. But the vertical structure is adopted for nearly all

organic solar cells in literature, and thus most transport studies are performed

within vertical structure.

To understand advantages of using lateral devices to study transport, it

is first helpful to discuss vertical structures first.
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3.1.1 Vertical Structures

Nearly all organic photovoltaic devices are vertical structures, as illus-

trated earlier in Figure 2.5, where the bulk heterojunction is sandwiched by the

charge-collecting contacts. Light enters through a semi-transparent electrode,

typically a conducting oxide on a glass substrate, and is absorbed within the

BHJ. The BHJ thickness is typically 100nm [24, 27] and only a few material

systems, including P3HT [31] and other copolymers[49, 110, 111] are known to

maintain collection efficiencies at higher thicknesses.

An applied bias between the contacts orients the electric field such that

generated charge carriers move perpendicular to the substrate. The area of

reported devices is usually on the scale of mm2, with a uniform electric field

across most of the charge-collecting area defined by the contacts. In relation,

non-uniform fringing fields at the contact perimeter affect a very small area of

the device and so transport simulations can be reduced to be 1-dimensional

(1D) without loss in accuracy.

However, in a vertical structure the carrier distributions arising from

photogeneration and charge extraction are coupled. Due to this coupling,

device performance in thicker BHJs can be severely impacted by non-uniform

photogeneration[112, 113], making isolated investigation of carrier transport

more difficult.

3.1.2 Lateral Structures

In a lateral structure, shown in Figures 2.8 and 2.7 in §2, the charge-

collecting contacts lie in the same plane as the BHJ and parallel to the substrate.
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The BHJ is deposited on top to complete the lateral OPV (LOPV). Under

an initial approximation, charge transport is also 1D but unlike in a vertical

devices, it is parallel to the plane of the substrate.

The substrate forms a physical interface with the BHJ. In a bottom-

contact bottom-gate field-effect transistor (FET), the substrate would serve as

the gate dielectric and carrier conduction would occur in the channel near the

BHJ-dielectric interface.

Such orientation decouples the absorbing BHJ thickness from the direc-

tion of charge transport. This allows the absorbing thickness to be deposited so

photogeneration is quite uniform [113]. But carrier transport distance for photo-

generated charges are determined by the spacing of the electrodes. The spacing

can be chosen as needed: ranging from 100nm (the length corresponding to

typical vertical devices) to tens of microns.

By placing the contacts in-plane with the BHJ, the film is no longer

covered by one of the electrodes. This allows it to be probed directly either

optically [96, 97, 99], or electrically by patterning probes within the chan-

nel[94, 103, 104]. Kelvin-Probe Force Microscopy is another viable technique

for measuring the potential along the channel, but has not been extensively

explored.

Unless a protective layer is employed, the top of the BHJ is exposed to

the atmosphere. Being open renders the BHJ more vulnerable to degradation

from oxygen, moisture, and light.

In addition, in a lateral device the dimensions of the channel and the

contacts are comparable: the contact thickness is usually 50nm and the BHJ
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thickness is 80-200nm. Thus fringing fields between the top of the contact and

the BHJ channel can play a significant role in carrier conduction.

3.2 Current-voltage Behavior of Lateral Devices

In principle, vertical and lateral organic photovoltaic devices are diodes

with contacts that have different work functions. Asymmetric contacts result

in a built-in voltage (VBI) at equilibrium when work functions of the contacts

align; and ideal measured current density-voltage (JV) curves are expected to

show diode-like behavior under an applied voltage (VA) with very low reverse

bias current and exponentially increasing forward bias current. Of course this

ideal behavior is often mitigated by non-ideal factors[114] such as defects[115],

leakage, and contact resistance.

Under reverse bias, high Schottky-barriers from the contacts block

injection of carriers from the contacts. Thus current is small; until the applied

reverse bias becomes sufficient to enable carrier tunneling by lowering the

tunneling barrier or making it sufficiently thin [114].

When the OPV is exposed to light, photogeneration raises the concentra-

tions of electrons and holes in the BHJ and leads to splitting of the quasi-Fermi

levels. Due to the built-in field, the photogenerated carriers can drift-diffuse

to the contacts and be collected. The photogenerated portion of current is

the photocurrent. Generally, total current under illumination is composed of

injected and photogenerated currents given by:

Jtotal = Jphotocurrent + Jinjected (3.1)

An applied reverse bias increases the collection efficiency by sweeping
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Figure 3.1: Idealized illustration of carrier flow due to injection from the
contacts and extraction of photogenerated charges in (a) forward bias and (b)
reverse bias

more carriers toward the contacts, until all the photogenerated carriers are

collected and photocurrent saturates. Short- circuit current (JSC) is the pho-

tocurrent at a 0V bias. The bias where photocurrent is zero is termed as

open-circuit voltage (VOC), and is sometimes interchangeably used with (VBI).

With illumination in forward bias, total light current is the sum of

injected current and collected photocurrent. Ideally, photocurrent collection

efficiencies in forward bias are the same as in reverse bias. Nevertheless,

the total current and light current are subject to the space-charge- limited

condition.

Figure 3.1 presents a simple diagram of charge movement under forward

and reverse bias in an OPV under illumination.

In vertical devices, where polymer:fullerene layers are typically 100nm,

maybe 250nm, and never exceed 1µm in thickness, so built-in voltage is

adequate to extract nearly all of the photogenerated carriers. Thus (JSC) is

very close to the saturation current density (Jsaturation).
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Lateral devices are often investigated at lengths >1µm. Thus reaching

(Jsaturation) requires biases exceeding -10V or more. Because Jsaturation is greater

than JSC and (VA) (VBI), in reported JV curves the third quadrant is often

obscured.

In vertical devices, analysis of current-voltage curves must account

for VBI since this value is comparable to the applied bias. Serious errors

result when no correction is made [30]. For laterals devices, high bias’ (often

exceeding 50|V |) means that correcting for VBI will not cause significant errors

in calculations. But it does introduce a slight correction at low bias’, when

currents are ohmic.

Under forward bias, when Schottky contacts[114] are well-aligned, carri-

ers can be easily injected from the electrodes into the semiconductor. Initially,

when injected carrier concentrations are lower than intrinsic carrier concen-

trations, current conduction is ohmic. As injected densities surpass intrinsic

densities, space-charge regions (SCRs) begin to form near the contacts due

to excess charge densities, eventually leading to space-charge-limited (SCL)

transport [58–60]. SCL currents (SCLC) are given by:

JSCL =
9

8
µε0εr

V 2

L3
(3.2)

where ε0 is the permittivity constant and εr the relative permittivity of the

BHJ, µ is the carrier mobility, V is the applied bias, and L is the channel

length. This equation applies to unipolar trap-free transport [59].

SCL condition also applies to extracted current under reverse bias,

though the V 2 is not the only determinant, and the dependence on the gen-

eration rate must be looked at [106]. When extraction is limited by carrier
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drift length, the rate of dependence on generation is linear. For SCLC the

generation rate is 3/4.

With exponential trap states within the semiconductor, the trap states

must first be filled leading to trap-limited space-charge currents given by:

JTrap−limited = e1−lµ

(
ε0εr
NT

)(
2l + 1

l + 1

)l+1
V l+1

d2l+1
(3.3)

where N0 is the effective density of states in the transport band, NT is the

total trap density, and l = TC/T for the characteristic trap temperature TC

over the measurement temperature T .

Goodman and Rose performed the first rigorous theoretical treatment

of extraction of photogenerated charges in a semiconductor[106]. Their works

applies to all OPV devices and shows that as extraction of carriers leads to a

build-up of space-charge near the contacts. Under some conditions, this leads

to space-charge limited currents[116] as given by Equation 3.2.

The relationship between the voltages in the cathode and anode SCRs

is a robust measure of the mobility ratio[94].

µn
µp

=

(
∆Vanode
∆Vcathode

)0.46

(3.4)

Potentiometry measurement of lateral devices takes advantage of this ratio to

calculate mobilities of both carriers[94, 103, 104].

Lateral devices with intermediate and long channel lengths of L≥10µm

require Equation 3.2 to be augmented to account for a substantial recombination

zone (RZ)[93, 94].

The recombination zone is a region between the SCRs. The RZ is

formed because none of the carriers photogenerated therein are collected at the
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contacts therefore leading them to recombine. Since only the voltage in the

SCRs determines SCL photocurrent, the potential lost in the RZ is accounted

by[94] :

JSCLphotocurrent = χ(4ε0εrµ)
1
4 (eG)

3
4 (V + ErL)

1
2 (3.5)

where χ is the ambipolarity factor accounting for the mobility ratio, Er is

the electric field in the recombination zone, and V + ErL is the voltage in the

SCRs. The ambipolarity factor χ is ∼1.25 and is detailed in the theoretical

treatment of lateral devices by Ooi[93, 94].

We have found that analyzing the behavior voltage exponent can provide

valuable insights into development of the space-charge regions and the recombi-

nation zone. The voltage exponent m is obtained from the basic current-voltage

dependence:

Jphotocurrent ∝ V m (3.6)

To extract the voltage exponent from measured JV curves, a derivative of the

log-log JV plot is taken.

3.3 Modeling of Transport and Recombination in Lat-
eral Devices

Behavior of lateral photovoltaic devices was simulated with the 2015

Silvaco Atlas©simulator package. This general semiconductor simulator solves

Poisson’s Equation:

div(εr5 ψ) = −ρ (3.7)

where ψ is the electrostatic potential, ε is the local permittivity, and ρ is the

local space charge.
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The electric field is calculated from the gradient of the potential:

~E = −5 ψ (3.8)

with the electric field E and potential ψ. Poisson’s equation is coupled with

the current continuity equations which describe how electron (n) and hole (p)

carrier densities change due to generation, transport and recombination:

∂n

∂t
=

1

q
div ~Jn +Gn −Rn (3.9)

∂p

∂t
=

1

q
div ~Jp +Gp −Rp (3.10)

where J is the current density, G is the generation rate, and R is the recombi-

nation rate.

It is assumed that Boltzmann statistics apply, so the intrinsic carrier

concentration ni can be found:

ni =
√
NCNV exp

(
−Eg
2kT

)
(3.11)

where nC and nV are conduction and valence band density of states, and the

bandgap energy Eg = EC−EV is defined by the difference between conduction

and valence band energies.

Resulting in familiar form of the transport equations:

~Jn = qnµn ~En + q(Dn)5n (3.12)

~Jp = qpµp ~Ep − q(Dp)5p (3.13)

where diffusion coefficient is given by:

~Dn =
kT

q
µn (3.14)
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~Dp =
kT

q
µp (3.15)

For monomolecular trap-assisted, or Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH), recom-

bination the rates are given by:

RSRH =
np− n2

i

τn0[n+ ni exp
(
Etrap−Ei

kT

)
] + τp0[p+ ni exp

(
−(Etrap−Ei

kT
)
)

]
(3.16)

where n/p are the carrier concentrations, τn0/p0 are the electron/hole lifetimes,

Etrap is the energy level of the trap state, Ei is the intrinsic Fermi level.

Etrap − Ei is taken to be maximum to maximize SRH recombination rate.

Bimolecular recombination rate follows:

R = β(np− n2
i ) (3.17)

β is defined in comparison to the Langevin recombination coefficient. The

Langevin recombination rate in semiconductors is found from the encounter

rates of the carriers:

βL =
q

εrε0
[µn + µp] (3.18)

so the reduced recombination rate is defined by βR = β/βL.

Silvaco Jobdeck input file for the base simulation is located in Appendix

B.

3.4 Modeling Bulk Heterojunction Systems

To simulate the behavior of the bulk heterojunction, its the complex

and varied morphology needs to be reduced to a number of relevant parameters.
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3.4.1 Modeling Bulk Heterojunction Bandstructure

Modeling of bulk heterojunction device performance is often done under

an effective medium approximation[117]. The highest occupied molecular

orbit (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbit (LUMO) of the polymer

and fullerene system are combined into an effective semiconductor. The

semiconductor’s valence band is set to the HOMO of the polymer and its

conduction band is set to the LUMO of the fullerene, with the bandgap is

equal to HOMO-LUMO difference.

The effective medium assumption simplifies the localized nature of states

of organic materials. The localized state are often modeled as an exponential

tail of trap states at the band edge [118]. Bassler’s Gaussian Disorder Model

(GDM) [16] is a well established model that instead replaces the exponential

with a Gaussian. The Correlated Disorder Model (CDM) is a variation of GDM

that accounts for correlation between energies[17]. Some models go further and

combine exponential and Gaussian descriptions[119].

These models have been used to simulate the effect of disorder on

efficiency of OPVs and transport behavior[119, 120]

The effective medium approximation is quite accurate in replicating

transport and recombination behavior in OPVs. Thus, localized nature of

states is not considered in this work and the effective medium approximation

is taken throughout.
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3.4.2 Modeling Photogeneration in Bulk Heterojunctions

Light is absorbed within the BHJ to create a bound electron-hole pair,

also called a charge-transfer (CT) exciton. Energy is required to disassociate the

bound pair into free charges. The difference in HOMO-HOMO or LUMO-LUMO

levels at the donor-acceptor interface provides the energy needed to split the

exciton, though electric fields are recognized in assisting in the disassociation[51,

117]. Field-assisted disassociation is appropriate for modeling efficiency in some

systems[117], though it is universally applicable to all material systems[121].

As this work is not primarily concerned with the photogeneration process,

the generation rate is taken to be constant throughout the BHJ thickness. This

assumption has been applied to other publications dealing with transport and

recombination in OPVs[113, 122]. Photogeneration and CT disassociation are

covered in better detail by other publications[50, 53–56].

3.4.3 Modeling Carrier Transport in Bulk Heterojunctions

Band transport is clearly supported for carriers moving through crys-

talline organic semiconductors [123].

In disordered organic BHJ materials, mobility values are lower and carri-

ers move by hopping between localized states[12, 124]. Detailed understanding

of transport in organic materials builds on absence of long-range order for

carrier conduction [64–66].

Hopping transport in organic systems is usually described with multiple-

trap-and- release (MTR) or variable-range-hopping (VRH) models. MTR is

more commonly applied to BHJs [73, 118]. The detailed differences between
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MTR and VRH are most important for transport simulations performed on

a microscopic scale where nature of transitions between individual states is

crucial.

The percolation model is another well-known transport model for amor-

phous organic semiconductors. The percolation model is more often associated

with transport in FETs [125]. A variation of the percolation model has been

used to reconcile concentration-dependent differences of carrier mobilities mea-

sured in diodes and FETs [126, 127].

Bassler’s GDM and CDM have been extended into mobility models which

account for carrier-concentration and electric-field. The Extended disorder

models [128–130] however require a very extensive number of empirical fitting

parameters, and are thus seen as more empirical than theoretical description

of transport[12].

For simplicity, our modeling assumes constant charge carrier mobilities.

This assumption is relaxed later to account for Poole-Frenkel field-dependent

mobility.

3.5 Simulation and Discussion on Charge Extraction in
Lateral Devices

To investigate how various transport and recombination parameters

affect charge extraction in a lateral device, a base model is first established.

Current density vs. voltage in reverse bias is used to evaluate charge extraction.

The voltage exponent is calculated from the JV curve to observe the development

of the space-charge during charge extraction.
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3.5.1 Base Silvaco Simulation

Base simulation parameters are shown in Table 3.1:

Table 3.1: List default models, parameters, and values used in the Silvaco Atlas
simulation

Description Parameter Value Units
LUMO electron affinity ELUMO -4.1 eV
HOMO hole affinity EHOMO -5.1 eV
Density of states NC, NV 1020 cm-3

Bandgap Eg 1.0 eV
Relative dielectric constant ε 3.5 -
Carrier mobility µn,µp 5×10-4 cm2/V -sec
Recombination reduction coefficient βR 10-2 -
Cathode workfunction φcathode -4.1 eV
Anode workfunction φanode -5.1 eV
Generation Rate G 4×1021 cm-3sec-1

Temperature T 300 K
Channel length L 3 µm

To compare devices with different channel lengths, the applied voltage

is normalized to the channel length. Such normalization yields an effective

electrical field that is common to different transport lengths, and is termed

as the ’Applied Voltage per Unit Length’ (V/l). Most vertical OPVs are

measured between -1.5 and 1.5V and have a thickness of 100nm, giving

|V |/l=1.5×105V/cm.

Lateral device are typically investigated at higher biases, up to 200|V |,

since longer channel lengths demand higher extraction voltages. |V |/l in some

measurements reach as high as 6.5 ×105V/cm. At the highest biases very high

fields at the metal-organic interface can dramatically degrade Schottky barriers

to enable tunneling. There are reports of measurements of vertical solar cells
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.2: Simulation of base Silvaco model showing the (a) light current and
photocurrent from -150 to 150V and the calculated (b) voltage exponent.

to -10V [30, 131] and P3HT diodes from -5 to 5V [127], but such high biases in

vertical devices are uncommon.

The base model is an intermediate channel length device, L=3µm, with

a BHJ thickness of 100nm. The BHJ is equal to the height of the electrodes.

All model parameters are noted in Table 3.1. This model is not the same the

one used by Zi-En Ooi (which was custom-written code)[93, 94], though it

produces the same results.

Light current and photocurrent, plus the calculated voltage exponent,

of the base model are shown in Figure 3.2. As the base model is close to

an ideal diode, the reverse bias dark current is negligible, so the extracted

current under illumination and the photocurrent are almost the same. Profiles

of potential and electric field, along with carrier concentrations at a reverse bias

of |V |/l=1.5×105V/cm (-15V ) are shown in Figure 3.3. Evident in the profiles

are the space-charge regions near the contacts as well as the recombination

zone separating them.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.3: Base Silvaco model simulation at -15V bias a) carrier concentration
distributions, and (b) profiles of potential and electric field within the device
channel.

Figure 3.4 shows the development of the electric field as reverse bias

increases. The evolution in the profile of the electric field can be traced with

the change of the calculated voltage exponent.

Under flat-band conditions no current is collected, the photogeneration

rate is equal to the recombination rate, and photogenerated electron and hole

populations are equal. With ideal contacts, charge extraction begins in the

ohmic regime (m=1) when the extracted carrier density is equal to the intrinsic

carrier concentration.

As the voltage is increased, electrons drift-diffuse to the positively-

charged cathode, while holes move in the opposite direction toward the cathode.

Only carriers close to the contacts can be collected and the remaining un-

collected carriers recombine. At quasi-equilibrium conditions the extraction

process forms regions of space-charge (SCRs) near the contacts, and a recombi-

nation zone (RZ) in-between where carrier concentrations of both charges are
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equal. With a higher bias, carriers further from the contacts can be collected:

the SCRs near the contacts expand and the RZ contracts.

In quasi-equilibrium, the extraction rate for both charges must be equal

which means the behavior of the slower carrier strongly influences formation of

the SCRs and photocurrent [93, 94]. The formation of SCRs is also mediated by

the recombination rate which affects how much charge arrives at the contacts

adding the accumulated space-charge.

Formation of the SCRs reduces the dependence of photocurrent on

voltage and m decreases, as current extraction enters the limited regime. In

the limited regime, photocurrent no longer increases directly proportionally

with higher bias. Photocurrent can be collection-limited when the amount

of extracted charge is tied to the µτ product; or space-charge-limited (SCL)

when the available current is limited by relaxation of accumulated space-charge.

Both limited regimes have a the same current-voltage relationship of m 0.5 and

are most easily differentiated through the current-generation rate dependence.

For SCL currents current-generation follow a 3/4 dependence, while collection-

limited dependence is 1. Collection-limited extraction was covered with great

depth by Goodman and Rose [106]. In contrast, our work has focused on

analyzing SCL currents [101, 103, 104].

Eventually, with sufficient bias, SCRs begin interacting with each other

bringing about the onset of the saturation regime. The RZ disappears and the

SCRs begin to merge. As the SCRs merge, their highly unbalanced populations

also merge. In the saturation regime majority of the current has already been

extracted, further weakening extraction with greater bias. m again begins
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decreasing, trending down to 0 when most of the photogenerated carriers are

extracted.

The trend in the voltage exponent can be followed along the development

of the electric field profile in the device as seen in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4: Development of the electric field in reverse bias within the channel
of the base Silvaco model

To address uniformity of the electric field, 1-dimensional (1D) and 2-

dimensional (2D) simulations are compared. In 1D simulations the BHJ and

the contacts are the same thickness. In 2D simulations contacts are set to

be half the thickness of the BHJ. This device layout is similar to that used

in our experimental measurements[94, 102–104]. The 2D layout results in a

non-uniform electric field throughout the BHJ and non-uniform conduction.

Electric field profiles of 1D and 2D lateral devices biased at -15V are
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.5: Simulated distribution of the electric field at a bias of -15V in a (a)
1D, and (b) 2D in a LOPV device.

shown in Figure 3.5. Despite the spread of the electric field outside the BHJ to

an area near the contacts, the conduction current under reverse bias remains

quite uniform and confined to the thickness of the BHJ.

Comparison of JV curves between 1D and 2D shows that the extra

current gained from collection of carriers outside the channel is very minor.

In fact, the enhancement of photocurrent comes from higher electric fields at

the contact edges and additional carrier collection a little past the channel

face. Figure 3.7 illustrates how current collection and the voltage exponent

differ among lateral devices with channel lengths of 500nm, 5µm, and 50µm.

These channel lengths fall within the short-, intermediate-, and long- transport

distances.

Carrier drift lengths in BHJ materials are fairly long. A fairly small

applied bias can extract charge from a significant portion of the channel, so

collection is very efficient Thus in short devices, nearly all charge is extracted

at JSC when VBI is overcome.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.6: Comparison of 1D vs 2D simulation ((a) photocurrents and ((b)
calculated voltage exponents.

At such short transport lengths the RZ is very short-lived and thus does

not significantly impact transport, unless mobilities are highly unbalanced[116]

or doping leads to incomplete depletion of the BHJ at low bias’. thus charge

extraction in short-length devices is quite sensitive to doping throughout the

BHJ[113, 122, 127] or near the contacts[77].

In long-channel devices, the RZ is a major part of the field distribution

within the device. This substantial RZ can be accessed to study bulk BHJ

properties via probing. The volume of generated charge in long devices requires

very high voltages to extract all of the available charge.

Intermediate-channel devices fall in between short- and long-channel

devices. The SCRs do not merge as quickly as in short-channel devices which

is seen in the long limited regime. But photocurrent can still reach saturation

at reasonable applied voltages. These devices are used in Chapter §5 to study

SCL currents in forward bias.
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of (a) photocurrent and (b) voltage exponent in
simulated 500nm, 5µm, and 50µm lateral devices.

Chemical defects, kinks in the polymer chains, oxygen dopants, degra-

dation from moisture are known to behave as p-type dopants in organic bulk

heterojunctions. Effects of doping for the intermediate 3µm channel device

and the 500nm channel device are shown in Figure 3.8.

As mentioned earlier, the voltage exponent calculated from the current-

voltage relationship is a useful tool for narrowing down possible causes behind

changes to device characteristics. This section aims to build a library of how

various transport and recombination parameters influence charge extraction.

Taken together, they can help narrow causes behind device behavior.

The effect of generation rate on photocurrent and the voltage exponent

are shown in Figure 3.9. Generation rate determines the total number of

carriers available for extraction. Thus higher generation rates require greater

voltages to extract all the carriers and result in a higher saturation current. It

should be noted that in voltage exponent analysis generation rate changes are

similar to changes in mobility which is discussed further on (as seen in Figure
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.8: Simulated effect of doping on (a) photocurrent and (b) voltage
exponent in a 3µm, and (a) photocurrent and (b) voltage exponent in simulated
500nm LOPVs.
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Figure 3.9: Simulated (a) photocurrent and (b) extracted voltage exponent
when the generation rate within the base model is varied

3.11). The surest way to tell the difference is to look at current levels.

Bimolecular recombination with rates from Langevin to extremely re-

duced rates can have a dramatic effect on charge extraction and development

of SCRs. Reduced recombination rates are a potential cause of high fill factors

in thick BHJs. Collection efficiency improves dramatically as recombination

rates are reduced down from Langevin (Figure 3.10). At Langevin rates, charge

extraction is primarily collection-limited. But decreasing recombination rates

lead to greater charge build-up and SCL currents.

The curious drop in voltage exponent for extremely reduced recombina-

tion coefficients can be traced to the strength of diffusion over drift currents at

very low biases. With such low recombination carriers can diffuse over long

distances without recombination, thereby reducing the dependence of current

on voltage for carrier collection.

Electron and hole mobilities were changed to note their effect on de-
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.10: Simulated effect of recombination rates on(a) photocurrent and
(b) extracted voltage exponent for the base Silvaco model.

vice performance. As expected, higher values result in more efficient carrier

collection, and Figure 3.11 shows that higher mobilities lead to photocurrent

saturation at a lower biases. This is also observable in the voltage exponent

which is unchanged save also reaching saturation at a lower voltage. There is

also an increased sharpness in the slope of the exponent after the SCRs merge,

which attests to quicker extraction of charges.

Mobilities in real devices are rarely the same. The effect of a changing

mobility ratio is simulated. Figure 3.14 shows photocurrent and voltage

exponent in simulations when the hole mobility is kept at the base value of

5×10-4cm2/V -sec while the electron mobility is reduced.

When mobilities are equal, SCRs develop symmetrically. As electron

mobility decreases in relation to the hole mobility charge extraction suffers,

SCR development becomes increasingly depended on the slower carrier and

the RZ becomes larger. This is reflected in the electric field profiles of Figure

3.13.
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Figure 3.11: Simulated (a) photocurrent and (b) calculated voltage for equal
charge carrier mobilities.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.12: Simulated effect of different µn/µp < 1 ratios when
µp=5×10-4cm2/V -sec on LOPV (a) photocurrent, and (b) calculated volt-
age exponent.
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Figure 3.13: Simulated electric field distributions of different µn/µp < 1 ra-
tios when µp= 5×10-4cm2/V -sec at (a) V/l=1×105V/cm (-30V ), and (b)
V/l=1.6×105V/cm (-48V ) biases.

As shown earlier in Figure 3.11, higher carrier mobilities lead to improved

charge collection. Indeed, Figure 3.14 shows that collection does improve

when hole mobility is increased compared to the base electron mobility of

5×10-4cm2/V -sec; but up to a point.

When the hole/electron mobility ratio becomes 5, further improvements

in charge collection are no longer commensurate. This is, as with lowered

mobility, because extraction is primarily determined by the mobility of the

slower carrier. In addition, the recombination rate is also related to mobility

(Equation 3.3), and it has been noted that significantly unbalanced mobility

can actually be more detrimental to device efficiency [78].

Electric field profiles for unbalanced mobility when one of the carriers

is faster than the other are shown in Figure 3.15.

Poole-Frenkel(PF) mobility, or electric field-dependent mobility is a

universal transport phenomena arising due to lowering of hopping barriers[61,
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.14: Simulated effect of different µn/µp > 1 ratios when
µp=5×10-4cm2/V -sec on LOPV (a) photocurrent, and (b) calculated volt-
age exponent.
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Figure 3.15: Simulated electric field distributions of different µn/µp > 1 ratios
when µp= 5×10-4cm2/V -sec at (a) V/l=1×105 (-30V ), and (b) V/l=1.6×105

(-48V ) biases.
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63, 132].

In its simplest form, Poole-Frenkel mobility is given by:

µPoole−Frenkel = µ0exp
(
γ
√
E
)

(3.19)

A number of publications document presence of Poole-Frenkel carrier

mobility in organic BHJ materials [22, 41, 72, 81, 133].

Mathematically, Poole-Frenkel introduces another voltage dependence

into the current-voltage relationship[63]. This alters the expected SCL voltage

exponent [104], raising it if the dependence is positive or lowering it if the

exponent is negative.

Positive Poole-Frenkel is enhancement of mobility under electric field

and is the typical behavior for charge carriers. Positive field dependence in

pure PCBM films have been reported in the literature[22]. Such behavior has

been reported in polymer:fullerene blends as well. [41, 48, 81, 134].

Field-enhanced electron mobility with µ0= 1×10-4cm2/V -sec and dif-

ferent γ values is shown in Figure 3.16.

Because the zero-field mobility is lower than hole mobility by a factor

of five, low-field extraction follows approximately as it would for this mobility

ratio. At higher fields, mobilities become more balanced an extraction improves.

Higher γ dependencies result in higher voltage exponents in the limited regime.

Negative Poole-Frenkel is an interesting reversal of the typical field-

dependence, when carrier mobility worsens with higher fields. This behavior

has been noted in several polymers [133] blends, including P3HT:PCBM[41,

72] In organic materials it is a consequence of interaction between energetic
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Figure 3.16: Simulated effect of positive Poole-Frenkel electron mobility with
µ0= 1×10-4cm2/V -sec on LOPVs on (a) photocurrent, and (b) calculated
voltage exponent.

and spatial disorder of localized states[133]. When spatial disorder is high

compared to energetic disorder, high electric fields close off the energetically

favorable routes and force carriers to make longer hops, thus decreasing the

mobility. Negative Poole-Frenkel hole mobility with µ0= 1×10-3cm2/V -sec

and different γ values is shown in Figure 3.17.

Multiple studies corroborate carrier-concentration-dependent carrier

mobilities in BHJ materials [68, 85, 126]. There is no single accepted form

of dependence, both extended disorder models use a number of fitting pa-

rameters[129] to provide a description, and Tanase et al. linked diode- and

transistor-derived mobilities with a variation of the percolation model.

Results from carrier-concentration-dependent electron and hole mobili-

ties are included in Figure 3.18, and the code is provided in Appendix B. The

carrier-concentration-dependent mobility follows the form first given by Tanase
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Figure 3.17: Simulated effect of negative Poole-Frenkel hole mobility with µ0=
1×10-3cm2/V -sec on LOPVs on (a) photocurrent, and (b) calculated voltage
exponent.

[126, 127]:

µ(p) = µ0 +
σ0
e

{
(T0
T

)4sin(π T
T0

)

(2α)3BC

}
p0
T0/T (3.20)

where µ0=5×10-4cm2/V -sec, σ0=105S/cm is the conductivity pre-factor

α-1=0.1nm is the effective overlap parameter, Bc=2.8 T0=420K is the charac-

teristic temperature, and T=300K is the lattice temperature

3.6 Conclusions from Simulation of Lateral Devices

Charge extraction in a lateral device was simulated in a L=3µm channel

length. Changes to mobility values, their ratio, recombination rate, and other

transport parameters are investigated by plotting the current-voltage curve

and extracting the voltage exponent. The voltage exponent is developed

as a parameter for tracking charge extraction and observing development of

space-charge regions in the device.
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Figure 3.18: (a) plot of mobility vs. carrier concentration, and the simulated
(b) photocurrent, and (c) calculated voltage exponent.
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Taken together, the simulation results above provide a cause-and-effect

library of how various transport parameters influence charge extraction. The

voltage exponent also helps build intuition on how charge extraction proceeds

under an applied bias.
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Chapter 4

PDTSi-TzTz:PC71BM Bulk Heterojunction

Chapter §4 revises and builds on the published manuscript by Slobodyan

et al.1. Subsequent study of LOPV devices showed that use of the voltage

exponent to extract Poole-Frenkel mobility dependence is more complicated

than originally published. While this renders the published result more tenuous

than stated, it does not discount the presence of this behavior. Study of

degradation of PDTSi-TzTz: PC71BM has also been added.

4.1 Introduction

Improvement of power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) beyond 10%[1]

in organic photovoltaics (OPVs) using a bulk heterojunction (BHJ) layer

has been paralleled by a steady advancement in light-harvesting materials.

The succession of polymer donor materials such as poly[2-methoxy,5-(3′,7′-di-

methyloctyloxy)]-p-phenylenevinylene) (MDMO-PPV)[24], poly[3-hexylthio-

phene-2,5-diyl] (P3HT) [25], and now donor-acceptor copolymers[4] has helped

increase PCEs in OPV blends through a synergy of improved morphology

1Slobodyan, O., Danielson, E., Moench, S., Dinser, J., Gutierrez, M., Vanden Bout,
D., Holliday, B., Dodabalapur, A. Unusual charge transport and reduced bimolecular
recombination in PDTSiTzTz:PC71BM bulk heterojunction blend Semicond. Sci. Technol.
30 (2015) 064006 for which O. Slobodyan fabricated, tested, and analyzed behavior of
PDTSi-TzTz:PC71BM LOPVs.
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[25, 34, 135], increased charge photogeneration[53], and lowered recombina-

tion[73, 91]. Despite impressive gains towards industrial viability[9], ques-

tions remain about the physics underlying the charge transport phenomena

and recombination seen in these polymers. Techniques such as time-of-flight

(ToF)[123], photo-generated charge extraction in a linearly increasing volt-

age (photo-CELIV) [13], voltage dependent charge extraction (CE)[85], and

transient-absorption spectroscopy (TAS)[75] are frequently used to study OPV

materials. These techniques have greatly deepened our knowledge of these

materials. However, gaps in our understanding of charge transport and re-

combination still remain. We have developed a set of experimental techniques

using lateral organic photovoltaic (LOPV) structures[97, 101–103]+, along

with a theoretical framework[93, 94] for their operation, to complement more

established methods currently employed to study BHJ layers. In this paper we

employ methods developed by our group to study in detail the donor copoly-

mer poly[2-(5-(4,4-dioctyl-4H-silolo[3,2-b:4,5-b′]dithiophen-2-yl)-3-tetradecyl-

thiophen-2-yl)-5-(3-tetradecylthiophen-2-yl)thiazolo[5,4-d]thiazole] (PDTSi--

TzTz) blended with (PC71BM). Properties of this unusual material system can

provide insights into transport and recombination of organic BHJs not offered

by the prototypical P3HT:PCBM blends.

Figure 2.8 in §2 shows a schematic of the LOPV structures used in this

study. Lateral structures have both electrodes in the same plane and the BHJ

layer is deposited on top to define the photoactive region. This arrangement

enables investigation of steady-state transport over length scales from nm to

µm under a constant charge generation profile. In a LOPV structure, the

current flow direction is different from typical vertical OPV geometries. The
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exposed active region of the BHJ can also be probed by several spectroscopic

or microscopic techniques to study spatially-resolved photophysics.

Cumulative insights from this copolymer can be employed for future

organic photovoltaic material development, study of existing high performance

bulk heterojunciton blends, and improved solar cell design.

A theoretical model previously reported by our group for LOPV struc-

tures forms the basis of analysis of the BHJ[94, 95]. This model is based on the

measurement of the extent of space-charge regions (SCRs) near the contacts

and is a valuable predictor for device behaviour. The relative extents of the

SCRs can be used to determine the sign of the slower carrier, the ratio of carrier

mobilities, and can be used in conjunction with measurement of current-voltage

characteristics to determine the carrier mobilities as well as the carrier density

and the recombination coefficient.

Our previous experimental work focused exclusively on P3HT:PCBM

blends [94, 97, 103]. This blend continues to receive much attention[26] and as a

result is better understood than other materials systems, though it has long been

surpassed in terms of OPV performance efficiency. Using in-situ potentiometry,

we extracted both electron and hole mobilities and calculated the bimolecular

recombination coefficient for a P3HT:PCBM blend[103]. Thus LOPV structures

provide complementary insights into transport and recombination parameters

of BHJ materials when compared to other techniques.

PDTSi-TzTz, also known as KP115, BHJ solar cells were first reported

by Peet et al. and indicated strongly reduced bimolecular recombination

for blends with PC61BM [49]. Investigations into the charge transport of
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this material system by Clarke et al. confirmed this finding [44, 45, 136].

Furthermore, this blend is one of a few reported to maintain good fill factors

at active layer thicknesses greater than 200nm [13, 49, 110, 111].

As in PCBM-containing blends, we report strongly reduced bimolecular

recombination in PDTSi-TzTz:PC71BM BHJ. Experimental results also indicate

carrier-concentration-dependent mobilities.

4.2 Experimental

4.2.1 Synthetic procedures

Synthesis of the copolymer PDTSi-TzTz was performed by the amazing

women: Jordan Dinser and Sarah Moench. A brief overview is included

in Appendix C. For greater detail, their respective dissertations should be

consulted.

The synthesized polymer had a number-average molecular weight (Mn)

of 13.3kDa and a polydispersity index (PDI) of 2.97. This molecular weight

reflects the soluble fraction of the co-polymer. As the solubility in THF was

relatively low, it is likely that the material has an average molecular weight

that is much higher than that recorded by this technique using THF as the

mobile phase.

4.2.2 Device Fabrication

All devices were fabricated following the electron-beam lithography

procedure outlined in Appendix A

The BHJ film was spun-cast from a solution of 7mg/mL polymer
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to 14mg/mL PC71BM dissolved in [1,2]-dichlorobenzene (DCB). Films were

annealed at 70◦C for 2 hours in a nitrogen atmosphere. The BHJ thickness

was measured by atomic force microscopy (AFM) to be 90nm.

Measurements of 50µm channel length structures with five in-situ probes

in the middle of the channel allowed us to calculate the conductivity of the bulk

material and can be used to determine the ratio of charge carrier mobilities.

4.2.3 Measurement

The measurements were standard current-voltage (I-V) sweeps. In the

case of structures with a 50µm channel length, the potential at each in-situ

probe was measured during the voltage sweep. To explore dependence of

transport on carrier density, experiments were made under simulated AM1.5

illumination with intensities from 97 down to 6mW/cm2.

For measurement of degradation resulting from oxygen and moisture, the

sample was removed from the measurement station and stored in an evacuated

box at a pressure of -23millibar. The sample was stored wrapped in foil to

prevent degradation from light exposure. For measurement, the sample was

removed from storage, transferred to the cryostation, pumped to a pressure of

≤10-4torr, and measured. The sample was then rested in the cryostation for

at least 12 hours and remeasured. This procedure was performed at intervals

of 29, 59, and 109 days.

To study the effects of degradation under continuous light exposure,

PDTSi-TzTz:PC71BM lateral devices were placed in the cryostation and illu-

minated with full-intensity simulated AM1.5 light. Exposure was interrupted
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at specified hourly intervals, and electrical measurements were performed as

specified earlier.

Transport and recombination parameters were extracted by analyzing

in-situ probe voltages and current-voltage relationships.

Analysis of current vs. voltage data was performed at applied voltage

per unit length bias ranges comparable to those of an organic BHJ solar cell.

This terminology, rather than electric field, is employed because electric fields

of LOPV structures in these ranges are highly non-uniform. Non-uniform dis-

tribution of the electric field is a consequence of LOPV geometry and operating

conditions which produce charge imbalances near the contacts, thereby creating

space-charge regions. A recombination zone (RZ) separating the SCRs develops

where generated carriers are not extracted and thus must recombine.

Space-charge limited (SCL) currents are used for analysis of LOPV

structures to extract important transport and recombination parameters[94].

Initial theoretical treatment of SCL currents was done by Goodman and

Rose[106], and later experimentally verified in organic solar cells by Mihailetchi

et al.[116]. In structures with ideal contacts, the SCL current is:

JSCLphotocurrent = χ(4ε0εrµ)
1
4 (eG)

3
4 (V + ErL)

1
2 (4.1)

where χ is the ambipolarity factor related to the electron-hole mobility imbal-

ance, ε is the BHJ dielectric constant, µ is the mobility of the slower carrier,

q is the elementary charge, G is the carrier photogeneration rate, V is the

applied bias, Er is the electric field in the recombination zone, and d is the

channel length. The quantity V + Erd is the voltage loss within SCRs. When
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the length of the lateral device small, SCRs take up most of the channel and

the voltage drop |Er|d across the recombination zone is negligible. However for

longer structures this voltage can be significant and must be accounted for.

The behaviour of the voltage exponent m, extracted from the log-log

plot of photocurrent vs. voltage, is a valuable metric for analysis of LOPV

structure physics. The voltage exponent starts high under a low device bias,

then decreases as space charge builds up near the contacts with an increasing

bias, and trends down to a minimum m = 0.5 corresponding to SCR formation

and SCL current. Deviations from the typical voltage exponent behaviour

can reveal much about carrier transport. In long-channel LOPV structures,

SCL conditions need to be confirmed by profiling the potential throughout the

channel[103]. Our previous work shows that it is not necessary to profile the

entire channel length: only the field in the recombination zone needs to be

measured[94, 95], as is done in this study.

4.3 Unusual Charge Transport and Reduced Bimolec-
ular Recombination in PDTSi-TzTz:PC71BM Bulk
Heterojunction

4.3.1 50µm channel length structures

Figure 4.1 shows the potential profile within the recombination zone

for a 50 µm lateral structure. For a device operating in the SCL regime, the

potential profile in the recombination zone allows us to calculate the electron

and hole mobility ratio. Simulations over a wide range of material parameters

show that the mobility ratio can be calculated from the empirical relationship
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Figure 4.1: Voltage measurements from in-situ probes within the recombination
zone at 97 mW/cm2 illumination for a PDTSi-TzTz:C71BM LOPV, and best-
line fits used to determine cathode and anode SCR voltage losses ∆VC and
∆VA.

[94]:

µn
µp

=

(
∆Vanode
∆Vcathode

)0.46

(4.2)

A linear fit of the recombination zone profile gives the cathode SCR potential

drop ( ∆ VC) and the anode SCR drop (∆VA) through the intersections

at 0 and 50µm respectively. For example at a -75V bias, ∆VC=7.73V and

∆ VA=35.9V give a mobility ratio of µn/µp=0.493 indicating that electron

transport is slower than hole transport.

The plot of mobility ratio vs. incident light in Figure 4.2 for PDTSi-

TzTz:PC71BM reveals that with less illumination electron mobility decreases

faster than hole mobility. Since the mobility ratio is directly tied to carrier

mobilities, this points to differing dependencies of mobility on carrier concen-

tration. In efficient OPV BHJs, geminate recombination does not substantially

contribute to charge recombination and thus bimolecular recombination is the
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Figure 4.2: Carrier mobility ratio derived from Equation 4.3.1 vs. light intensity
for the 50µm channel length LOPV.

primary mechanism [11]. The physical origin behind bimolecular recombination

in the bulk material can be inferred from the relationship of the recombina-

tion zone conductivity to light intensity. Photocurrent and voltage in the

recombination zone gives bulk conductivity.

It is assumed that Equation 4.2.3 is valid and that there is no excess

charge in the recombination, as would could be the case with de-trapping. This

is necessary to calculate the carrier concentration, as generation must be equal

to recombination to proceed with the calculations.

Since the generated electron and hole densities and are the same in the

RZ, conductivity is written as:

σn = q∆n (µn + µp) (4.3)

where q is the elementary charge, and µn and µp are mean carrier mobilities.

Empirically, the recombination rate R is given by:

R = β (∆n)α (4.4)
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where β is the recombination rate factor, and α is the recombination rate order.

The order is assumed to be independent of the charge density ∆n. Langevin

formalism describes bimolecular recombination dependent only on encounter

rates of electrons and holes, thus the rate factor is given by βL = (q/ε)(µn +µp)

and rate order α = 2. Recombination reduction factor β/βL expresses apparent

reduction in the recombination rate when compared to Langevin theory. For

orders less than 2, recombination is not purely bimolecular but instead an

intermediary of bimolecular and Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination

dynamics. SRH, also called trap assisted, recombination describes recombi-

nation between mobile charge carriers and deeply trapped charges. The net

carrier generation is zero in the recombination zone of a lateral device, meaning

recombination rate U and photogeneration rate G are equal. Considering that

generation rate G is directly proportional to illumination intensity[68, 137]

leads to recombination rate being proportional to intensity:

R = G∝Intensity (4.5)

Therefore in the case of bimolecular recombination in the bulk material, con-

ductivity will follow:

σ2
n∝Intensity (4.6)

4.3 presents conductivity2 vs. intensity for a 50µm lateral device. Best-fit of

conductivity raiased to an exponent falls between linear and squared numbers,

at ∼1.9. This indicates that bimolecular recombination is the predominant

mechanism, but losses due to trap-assisted or SRH-like also play a role.

Origin of reduced bimolecular recombination in PDTSi-TzTz blends is

unclear, as the literature is not extensive. Its ability to maintain high fill factors
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Figure 4.3: Measured recombination zone conductivity and conductivity2 vs.
light intensity in the same 50µm] channel length LOPV.

in thick OPVs makes P3HT a natural starting point[31]. In P3HT:PCBM,

reduced recombination rates are linked to crystallinity of the pure phases.

PDTSi-TzTz:PC61BM blends show good molecular order and crystallinity

[45] as well. De-trapping of carriers from phase-mixed region can account

for non-Langevin recombination behaviour [75]. However, considering that

the blend morphology could not be clearly linked to reduced bimolecular

recombination[44], more studies are needed to show whether de-trapping from

phase-mixed regions is the explanation for reduced bimolecular recombination

in PDTSi-TzTz:PC71BM.

In LOPV structures, accurate assessment of the slower carrier mobility

is critical for further material system characterization since it is an important

transport parameter, and our calculation of the recombination coefficient

depends on its measurement[103].

Small-channel devices are best for estimating mobility of the slower

carrier, as the recombination zone impacts transport minimally. But SCL
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conditions in short devices must be met by observing the proper voltage- and

generation-dependent rates. Nevertheless, the photocurrent in lateral devices

with in-situ can be used to determine the mobility of the slower charge carrier.

Photocurrents under varying light intensities of a 50µm LOPV are shown in

Figure 4.4. As expected lower illuminations lead to decreased photocurrent.

Figure 4.4: Photocurrent density measurements under different illumination
intensities vs voltage per unit length for a 50µm LOPV.

The voltage exponent is used to determine the correct range of current

values for extraction of the slow-carrier mobility. Generally photocurrent

follows: Jphoto ∝ V m, where m is the voltage exponent. When transport is

space-charge limited, m will be 0.5 [106] for the applied voltage. However,

for a device with discernable space-charge regions and a recombination zone,

the voltage exponent must be calculated from the voltage in each zone. The

voltage exponents for the anode and cathode SCRs, and the recombination

zone are calculated from the slope of the log-log plots of the voltage in those

zones vs. photocurrent. ∆VA, ∆VC and ∆VRZ are measured from profiling

the channel potential as described earlier. The exponents at intensities of 97

and 5mW/cm2 are shown in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: Anode, cathode, and recombination zone voltage exponents in a
50µm PDTSi-TzTz:PC71BM at (a) 97mW/cm2 and (b) 6mW/cm2

Analysis is performed where the voltage exponent is minimal, before

injection from the contacts significantly perturbs the SCR potentials, and

averaged around five JV points.

Accounting for the potential loss in the recombination zone, the voltage

in the SCRs is fitted to the photocurrent current following equation 4.2.3 to

extract the mobilities. A linear fit is used, though the Poole-Frenkel mobility

can also be used[94]. χ is assumed to be 1.25 for all fitting.

To determine the mobility of the faster holes, the mobility ratios from

long-channel LOPV structures were used. Electron and hole mobilities as a

function of intensity are plotted in Figure 4.7. Since mobility values are obtained

from the recombination zone, these values represent full photogenerated carrier

concentrations.

With carrier mobilities and BHJ conductivity known, equation 4.3.1 is

used to calculate the carrier concentration as a function of intensity for bulk
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(a)
(b)

Figure 4.6: Photocurrent at different intensities in a 50µm LOPV, and (a) and
photocurrent (b) fit lines used to extract mobilities of the slow carrier.

material within the recombination zone. The resulting free carrier concentration

is shown in Figure 4.8 below. Because both conductivity and slow-carrier

mobility are determined from the photocurrent, there is an interdependence

of variables in calculating the carrier concentration in the recombination zone.

Nevertheless, carrier concentration is at the minimum constant and shows a

decreasing trend with intensity as is expected for a photoactive material.

The carrier concentration can then be used to find the recombination

coefficient from the recombination relationship in Equation 4.3.1. α is taken to

be 2 since conductivity2 vs. light intensity data shows that recombination in

PDTSi-TzTz:PC71BM is primarily bimolecular. Figure 4.9 shows as a function

of intensity, both the recombination coefficient and recombination reduction

factor.
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Figure 4.7: Extracted carrier mobilities vs. light intensity in a 50µm PDTSi-
TzTz:PC71BM LOPV.
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Figure 4.8: Extracted carrier concentration vs. in a 50µm PDTSi-
TzTz:PC71BM LOPV.

4.3.2 500nm channel length structures

Shorter 500nm channel length LOPV was used to assess photovoltaic

performance of PDTSi-TzTz:PC71BM. Transport scales of a 500nm structure

are closer to those reported by other researchers[44, 49, 136]. Figure 4.10

shows the total current under illumination and the photocurrent afterthe dark

current is subtracted from the total current. As seen from the voltage exponent

plot Figure 4.11, photo current increases rapidly indicating a very efficient

extraction of photogenerated charges. The generation rate and an effective
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Figure 4.9: Intensity-dependent recombination coefficient in a 50µm PDTSi-
TzTz:PC71BM LOPV.

JSC can be evaluated at the bias before injection from the contacts becomes

significant enough to disturb the built-up SCRs.

From an estimated JSC ∼ -0.115A/cm2, the generation rate The gener-

ation rate is 1.431×1022cm-3sec-1. Generation rate from Peet et al. is roughly

three higher at ∼4×1021 cm-3sec-1.

The significant difference between generation rates of solar cells with

PDTSi-TzTz blends reported by Peet et al. and Clarke et al. and LOPVs

with PDTSi-TzTz blends reported here are unlikely to be because blends are

different. PDTSi-TzTz synthesized by Dinser and Moench were likely longer

chains than those synthesized at Konarka, but had very similar absorption

spectra. Different chain lengths are known to affect transport, as with P3HT

blends [41], but the generation rate is not so affected.

Morphology is known to affect generation rate in blends[138]. The

solvent and treatment of devices by Peet et al. and Clarke et al. were not

reported. And at the writing of this dissertation it is difficult to confirm how
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.10: (a) Total extracted current under illumination and (b) the pho-
tocurrent after subtracting the dark current in a 500nm PDTSi-TzTz:PC71BM
LOPV.

different the blends are.

It is possible that the estimate using the voltage exponent is erroneous.

Simulations point to doping slowing the development of SCRs, extending the

voltage exponent to higher Applied Voltages per Unit Length. For the 50µm

and the 500nm LOPVs, SCL conditions in the device must be confirmed if it is

to be used to extract the SCL mobility. SCL condition can be determined from

a 3/4 generation rate dependence of the photocurrent, as seen in Equation

4.2.3. The 3/4 rate is counter to a linear dependence when extraction is not

space-charge limited[106, 116]. In our device generation rate is not known, but

intensity is a good approximation for the generation rate[137]. Photocurrent

vs intensity for the 50µm and the 500nm lateral devices is plotted in Figure

4.12. As seen from Figure 4.12, SCL conditions in 500nm devices are present

at very low biases. However at these biases, too few points are available for

proper fitting of the photocurrent to extract mobility of the slower carrier.
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Figure 4.11: Voltage exponent not corrected for built-in bias in a 500nm
PDTSi-TzTz:PC71BM LOPV.

4.4 Understanding Transport in PDTSi-TzTz:PC71BM

Under close inspection, the potential profile of the recombination zone

in PDTSi-TzTz:PC71 is not linear. Theory[94] and simulation (Chapter 3)

predict a linear potential within the recombination zone. Non-linearity could

potentially be traced to merging of SCRs. However, between -50< V <-75,

SCRs in 50µm devices will not be substantial due to lack of accumulated charge

and the recombination zone will occupy the majority of the channel. Nor is

there evidence of saturation in the analysis of the photocurrent or the voltage

exponent. Thus non-linearity in the electric field cannot likely be caused by

joining of the SCRs.

Poole-Frenkel field-dependent mobilities [61, 132, 133] lead to non-linear

accumulation in SCRs since non-linear fields result in different mobility values

through the SCR which alters the profile of the space-charge regions. But
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.12: Verification of SCL conditions using plots of photocurrent at
different applied voltages per unit length vs intensity, and linear and 3/4 fit
lines, for (a) 50µm and (b) 500nm PDTSi-TzTz:PC71BM LOPVs.

Poole-Frenkel mobility does not affect the recombination zone profile where the

field is constant. With involvement of SCRs ruled out, the likeliest source of a

non-uniform electric field in the recombination zone must be excess charge from

de-trapping of carriers. This assessment is supported by SPCM measurements

of 20µm PDTSi-TzTz:PC61BM LOPVs by Marlene Gutierrez. Photocurrent

maps and extracted linescans in Figure 4.13 show substantial collection far into

the recombination zone. And current comes from charges. This also means

that generation and recombination rates in the RZ are unequal.

SPCM of PTB7:PCBM, a very efficient OPV blend[139], shows negligible

currents in recombination zone of an LOPV with similar transport lengths[99].

Thus despite smaller OPV efficiencies of PDTSi-TzTz:PCBM, the the collection

distances are significantly longer.

Non-linear potential and photocurrent maps offer a strong support of

fill factor behavior reported by Peet et al., where collection efficiency remains

steady past 300nm [49]. Non-linear electric fields and high extraction currents
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.13: Scanning Probe Confocal Microscopy mapping of a PDTSi-
TzTz:PCBM lateral device (a) in the dark and (b) light, and extracted scan
lines in the (c) dark and (d) light.
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suggest a common mechanism keeping charges free for longer time so they can

be collected. Carrier lifetimes in BHJ materials are concentration- dependent,

though high lifetimes are associated with lower concentrations which is not

the case with the recombination zone. In BHJ materials, charges move by

hopping from one localized state to another. The trapped carrier is prone to

recombination, but in PDTSi-TzTz:PCBM (and likely P3HT:PCBM), this loss

pathway is, for as yet indeterminate reason, significantly weakened.

Successive de-trapping of trap charges allows the carriers to diffuse

closer the the SCR where increased fields lastly sweep them out. Thus trapping

counterintuitively plays a favorable role in collection, eventually allowing

generated charges to be extracted. This would also explain high collection

efficiencies in thick OPV films. Though such behavior is beneficial to charge

extraction in thick films, it also results in slower mobilities and devices with

lower conversion efficiencies.

4.5 Degradation of PDTSi-TzTz:PC71BM

Degradation in a PDTSi-TzTz:PC71BM BHJ was investigated by mon-

itoring the change to the conductivity in the recombination zone of a 50µm

lateral device. At the most basic level, measurement of lateral devices pro-

vides JV curves and the potential profile within the recombination zone of the

material. The derived voltage exponent quickly deviates from behavior where

previously discussed analysis techniques can be applied to extract the mobility

of the slower carrier. However, the basic measurements can still provide the

conductivity of the bulk material. This is a direct measurement obtained from
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the potential profile and the current and does not require sophisticated analysis

or interpretation of the current-voltage curves.

4.5.1 Oxygen and Moisture

Recombination zone conductivity measurements under slowed oxygen

and moisture degradation conditions are shown in Figure 4.14. As seen at

both 97 and 5 mW/cm2 intensities, conductivity increases over time. This

corresponds to the typical route of degradation in BHJ materials due to oxygen

and moisture[140–143] where the materials’ chemical structure undergoes a

permanent physical change. This damage leads to increased doping of the

BHJ and results in an overall higher conductivity, while adversely affecting

photovoltaic performance. However, recombination zone conductivity decreases

from the initial measurement value after spending more than 12 hours in

vacuum of ≤10-4torr. This can be attributed to the reversible role of adsorbed

oxygen molecules on trapping and doping [131, 143], as after the long period

of rest under vacuum these oxygen molecules are released from the BHJ. Still,

the permanent chemical damage remains.

4.5.2 Light

Degradation from light exposure of the PDTSi-TzTz:PC71BM BHJ was

also investigated. Only results from short-channel devices were viable which

provides a limited amount information.

Still, Figure 4.15 shows the effects on current and charge extraction

during continuous expsure. With longer exposure to light, total photocurrent

decreases: the most dramatic drop occurs in the first 2 hours, followed by a
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.14: Recombination zone conductivity after exposure of a 50µm PDTSi-
TzTz:PC71BM LOPV at (a) 97mW/cm2 and (b) 6mW/cm2.

slow decline. However the voltage exponent improves slightly suggesting carrier

are extracted quicker despite the reduction in photogeneration. After the first

0 hour measurement, transport is virtually unchanged, as charges in SCRs

accumulate at nearly the same rate. However, injection occurs at earlier biases

pointing to smaller space charges The overall behavior of the voltage exponent

points to increased trapping of carriers.

Degradation in PDTSi-TzTz:PCBM BHJ was also investigated by Clarke

et al. [136]. Those results, like ours, show an initial sharp drop in device

performance followed by a slower degradation process.
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Figure 4.15: Effect of continuous light exposure on 500nm PDTSi-
TzTz:PC71BM LOPV photocurrent (a) and (b) voltage exponent at 97mW/cm2,
(c) (d) at 51mW/cm2, and (e) (f) at 6mW/cm2.
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Chapter 5

Analysis of Space-charge-limited Injection

Currents

Charge transport in organic bulk heterojunction (BHJ) photovoltaic

materials is an ongoing field of study. To formulate a better understanding

of the material’s physics, key physical parameters such as electron and hole

carrier densities, charge mobilities, recombination rates, etc. are needed. In

turn, better-parametrized values lead to more accurate device models.

One of the often used methods to measure mobility in BHJ active

layer is based on curve fitting the dark current-voltage characteristics with the

Mott-Gurney equation to extract the mobility of one of the carriers, based on

the assumption that the charges move in a space charge region that is free of

traps[47, 116]. Such measurements are done in the dark and yield the mobility

of only one of charge carriers, based on which of the contacts injects more

efficiently. This method, though convenient, has drawbacks. Most notably, the

mobility is measured in the dark when the electron and hole carrier populations

are very different from those under solar illumination[71]. Trap filling and

quasi-Fermi levels shifts are expected to increase the mobility with increasing

levels of illumination. Other methods have been used to measure mobilities

and recombination rates including time-of-flight (ToF), charge extraction (CE),

flash-photolysis time-resolved microwave photoconductivity(FP-TRMC) and
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photo-CELIV (charge extraction by linearly increasing voltage)[39, 83, 85, 144,

145]. Our group has previously reported a method based on lateral structures

which can profile the BHJ channel[97, 99, 102] and shown it to be capable

of accurately measuring both carrier mobilities, carrier concentration and the

recombination coefficient [94, 103, 104]. Parameter evaluation with this method,

however, requires special device designs incorporating additional probes.

5.1 Extraction and Injection Currents in P3HT:PCBM

In this letter, we demonstrate an extension of the dark space-charge-

limited (SCL) current method of measurement of mobility. SCL current fitting

approaches, including our method, are founded in the Mott-Gurney Law[146],

which states that as a result of space-charge buildup the injected current

becomes limited and follows:

JSCL =
9

8
µε0εr

V 2

L3
(5.1)

where ε0 is the permittivity constant and εr the relative permittivity of the

BHJ, µ is the carrier mobility, V is the applied bias and L is the channel length.

This equation applies to unipolar trap-free transport.

The presence of traps lowers the injection current and alters the current-

voltage relationship such that the voltage exponent is greater than 2[60].

Trap-limited SCL currents are given by[62]:

JSCL = e1−lµ

(
ε0εr
NT

)(
2l + 1

l + 1

)l+1
V l+1

d2l+1
(5.2)

where N0 is the effective density of states in the transport band, NT is the

total trap density, and l = TC/T for the characteristic trap temperature TC
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over the measurement temperature T .

We demonstrate that it is possible to accurately measure electron

and hole mobilities at various intensity levels including dark conditions and

AM1.5 illumination using very simple structures. This is possible by making

current-voltage-illumination measurements on lateral devices with the separa-

tion between two electrodes in the low micrometer range (dimensions of order

longer than the devices used in earlier studies[103, 104]). We first verify that

the devices operate in the SCL regime for a range of applied bias voltages and

then extract the mobility of injected charge carriers at these conditions. We

also show that by changing the contact metals, the electron and hole mobilities

of the same BHJ film can be independently measured for a range of illumination

intensities. This is done by carefully accounting for and distinguishing between

photogenerated and injected currents.

In all our analysis we assume trap free transport. This is consistent

with the assumptions made by Mihailetchi et al. and other researchers who

employ the SCLC method to extract charge carrier mobility[30, 43, 131]. Indeed

an analysis of the dark current-voltage characteristic, shown in Figure 5.2,

indicates that the assumption of trap-free transport appears to be a valid one

for biases >100V .

Under illumination, the total device current consists of two principal

components: the injected current from the contacts, which reduces to the dark

current in the absence of illumination, and the extracted photocurrent. Due

to the inverse-cube length-dependence in the Mott-Gurney Law, the injection

current is critically dependent on the separation between contacts, varying as
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L−3. By selecting L so that injection currents are greater than the extracted

photocurrents, we can minimize any error in extracting mobility values. We

have previously shown that the photocurrents can be accurately measured in

the third quadrant of operation where carrier injection is relatively low due

to the Schottky barrier at both contacts[104]. This allows the forward bias

injection current to be obtained by subtracting the photocurrent from the total

current. The procedure is explained in more detail below. It works especially

well for large bias voltages, such as those we employ in this work.

To understand basic current flow in a BHJ, an approximation the mate-

rial system band structure is often made. The effective medium approximation

simplifies the BHJ band structure to a semiconductor with a valence band equal

to the HOMO of the hole conducting material, and the conduction band equal

to the LUMO of the electron conducting material. More sophisticated models

relax this approximation to recognize the localized and disordered nature of

energy states in organic materials[119].

Figure 5.1 shows the schematic energy band diagrams under forward

(quadrant I) and reverse bias (quadrants III & IV) of an asymmetric lateral

device. The top and side profiles of the device are also included. As illustrated

in Figure 5.1a, in reverse bias, the bands are aligned so the photogenerated

charges can be collected by the contacts and injected charges from the contacts

are suppressed. In these regimes of operation, the current is primarily extraction

of photogenerated charges. In forward bias, bands align so photogenerated

and injected charges can both contribute to the current. The diagram of

charge flow in forward bias is shown in Figure 5.1b. At small bias voltages,
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conduction is ohmic. As the voltage is increased, difference between carrier

arrival and extraction near the contacts results in a buildup of unequal carrier

concentrations which form space-charge regions (SCRs). The region where

none of the photogenerated carriers reach the contacts and recombine is called

the recombination zone. This has been described and measured by us in a

series of publications[94, 102]. Based on our previous work[102], the spatial

extent of the recombination zone in 3µm long devices is minimal or nonexistent

at bias voltages >50V . Presence of SCRs in vertical BHJ solar cells has

been theoretically described[147], and experimentally measured directly [105]

and indirectly[116]. Accounting for the recombination zone separating the

SCRs, the extracted photocurrents in the SCL regime are described by the

equation[94]:

JSCLphotocurrent = (4ε0εrµ)
1
4 (eG)

3
4 (V + ErL)

1
2 (5.3)

where G is the generation rate, and Er is the electric field in the recombination

zone of the device. The injected current is described by the Mott-Gurney

equation, which for trap free systems is given by Equation 5.1.

Though photoexcited lateral BHJ devices and organic field-effect tran-

sistors (OFETs) share the same planar geometry (compared in §2 Figure2.8),

the two differ in the pathway of conduction and in the magnitudes of the

carrier densities. In an OFET, the gate induces a strong vertical electric field

near the organic- dielectric interface and charge transport is confined to a

narrow channel which results in a very high carrier concentration (typically

>1018cm-3) [126]. In OFETs, trapping at the organic-dielectric interface does

play a significant role in transport. In a lateral device, the vertical electric
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Figure 5.1: Idealized illustration of carrier flow due to injection from the
contacts and extraction of photogenerated charges in (a) forward bias and (b)
reverse bias

field is much more uniform. There conduction occurs through the bulk of

the organic material, carrier concentration is much lower (∼1016cm-3), and

the organic-dielectric interface plays a minor part in influencing transport.

All devices were fabricated photolithographically as described in Appendix A.

The aluminum and gold contacts were deposited to a height of 45nm, with a

channel length of 3µm. Three types of devices were made: aluminum-aluminum

(Al-Al), gold-gold (Au-Au) and aluminum-gold (Al-Au). All devices had an

interdigitated layout with a W/L = 1000. The top- and side-view for the

lateral Al-Au device are shown in Figures (2.7b and (2.8a in §2.

BHJ solution was 20mg/mL poly[3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl] (P3HT)

and [6,6]-phenyl-C71-butyric acid methyl ester (PC71BM) dissolved in [1,2]-di-

chlorobenzene (DCB). Before spin-coating, the device substrate was dipped

in phosphoric acid to etch native aluminum oxide and degreased in acetone,

methanol and isopropyl alcohol. The BHJ was spin-coated and annealed at

140◦C for 15minutes inside a glovebox with a controlled nitrogen atmosphere.

AFM measurements showed the BHJ to be ∼85nm thick.
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Devices replacing gold with platinum were made at a later date to test

the blocking effect of gold against electron injection. These devices had a

contact height of 55nm and a film of thickness of ∼95nm.

All electrical testing was performed in a probe station under 7×10-5torr.

Light exposure was done by an arc Xenon lamp with a simulated AM1.5

spectrum. The sample was exposed to light for preliminary testing. Then

intensity-dependent measurements were performed by reducing from full inten-

sity of 97mWcm-2 (about 1 Sun) by optical density filters.

The HOMO energy level of P3HT is -5.1eV and the LUMO level of

PC71BM is -4.2eV . The theoretical work function of gold is -5.1eV , which

matches well to the HOMO but creates a high Schottky barrier with the LUMO.

Platinum has an even deeper work function than gold, at -5.65eV , and

was substituted for gold to reduce possibility of electron injection from the Au

contact due to interfacial dipoles.

This significantly reduces injection of electrons into the BHJ and creates

conditions where transport is essentially unipolar hole conduction. The work

function of aluminum at -4.3eV creates a nearly opposite case for electron con-

duction. However, dipoles at the metal-organic interface are well-documented

and can change injection barriers[20, 21, 148]. The Au-organic dipole can

seriously affect the Schottky barrier (raising it for holes) so both electrons or

holes can be potentially be injected. In OFETs high carrier concentrations in

the channel can lead to significant electron injection. But electron injection in

photoexcited BHJ devices is much weaker due to lower carrier concentrations

(and consequently higher potential barriers) and the favorable HOMO level of
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P3HT.

Dark currents from consecutive measurements from 0 to 200V for the

Al-Al and Au-Au devices are shown in Figure 5.2. At our device dimensions,

current is nearly uniform through the thickness of the film. In devices with the

same contact metals, the I-V characteristics are very symmetric, as expected.

We employ such symmetric devices to measure separately electron and hole

mobilities, as described in more detail below. Injected current in forward

bias, shown against fits to ohmic and SCL currents, does not begin in the

ohmic regime and is already trap-limited. Once majority of trap states are

filled, current begins to level out and approaches the space-charge limit. In a

perfect Schottky diode with asymmetric contacts the reverse bias current is very

small; in our Al-Au devices enhanced reverse injection increases the current

under reverse bias as shown in Figure 5.3a. Thin residual aluminum oxide,

surface defects and dipoles at the metal-organic interface, and residual doping

are known to degrade blocking under reverse bias [77, 148]. Qualitatively

similar findings are reported in most studies on organic photodiodes [149].

As evident from the asymmetric forward and reverse I-V curves, our devices

exhibit blocking behavior under reverse bias, but not to the extent expected for

an ideal Schottky diode. We use Al-Au devices to estimate the photocurrent

contribution to total current.

Under illumination, total current increases from collection of photogen-

erated carriers so:

Jtotal = Jphotocurrent + Jinjected (5.4)

The total current in an asymmetric device at different illumination intensities
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.2: Fit lines to ohmic and space-charge-limited currents and dark current
data in aluminum-aluminum unipolar electron (a) and gold-gold unipolar hole
(b) LOPVs, and total current under illumination for the same unipolar electron
(c) and unipolar hole (d).
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is shown in Figure 5.3b. As bias increases both forward and reverse currents

increase quickly, then begin to saturate as majority of photogenerated carriers

are extracted.

To determine the saturation photocurrent in reverse bias for devices with

injecting contacts, we analyze the current-voltage voltage exponent. Generally

photocurrent is described by:

Jphotocurrent ∝ V m (5.5)

. The voltage exponent m starts at 1 when photocurrent is ohmic then

decreases to 0 as most carriers are collected and photocurrent saturates. As all

generated carriers are collected, saturation photocurrent can be used to obtain

the generation rate G for BHJ solar cells using:

Jsaturation = eGL (5.6)

. With injecting contacts, photocurrent is found by subtracting the dark

current from total light current and is included in Figure 5.3c for the Al-Au

device. When injected current in reverse bias becomes significant compared

to the photocurrent, the voltage exponent reverses its downward trend and

begins increasing. This point allows us to estimate the saturation photocurrent.

At exposure intensity of 97mW/cm2, the generation rate is ∼4×1021cm-3sec-1

which is close to earlier estimates for P3HT:PCBM[47], validating the voltage

exponent as a valuable tool for finding the saturation photocurrent in a non-

ideal device. With photocurrent known, it is possible to find the injected current

in forward bias for the electron and hole unipolar devices. The photogenerated

currents in the reverse and forward bias are ideally same and the major
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(a)

(b)
(c)

Figure 5.3: Current in an aluminum-gold lateral device (a) in the dark, (b)
under illumination, and (c) the photocurrent after subtracting dark current
from light current, with saturation photocurrent demarcated by dashed lines.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.4: Injected currents in forward bias for (a electron and (b hole unipolar
devices.

difference is ease of carrier injection. The electron and hole injection currents,

shown in Figures 5.4a and 5.4b respectively, are determined by subtractingthe

photocurrent from total current under illumination.

At low biases, the unipolar injection currents are slightly negative

after subtracting the photocurrent. This can be attributed to the slightly

better efficiency of carrier collection under reverse vs forward bias due to

more optimally configured electrodes. Between 25< V <50 differences in

concentration-dependent mobilities contribute to higher charge collection rates

and higher photocurrents. At bias’ >75V injected currents show proper SCL

quadratic behavior which is confirmed by voltage exponents. However, artifi-

cially limiting photocurrent to a flat value (dashed lines in Figure 5.3c) leads

to underestimation of total extracted current. This in turn means extracted

injected currents are overestimated and the voltage exponents rises above 2.

Unipolar mobility values are determined by fitting the injection currents with
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.5: Injected currents in forward bias for (a electron and (b hole unipolar
devices.

the Mott-Gurney Law for VA >100V . Extracted electron and hole mobilities

are shown in Figures 5.6a and 5.6b. Under illumination, quasi-Fermi levels sep-

arate, and carrier populations increase. Greater charge densities result in filling

of higher energies within the gap density of states and more free carriers. From

dark to 1 Sun conditions, electron mobility begins at 5.9×10-4 and saturates at

1.1×10-3cm2/V -sec, while hole mobility increases approximately linearly from

1.9×10-3 to 2.6×10-3 cm2/V -sec. These mobility values are within a range

reported for P3HT:PC71BM [13, 47].

Our extracted mobility trends corroborate the findings of previous

reports of charge-carrier density dependence of mobility values in BHJ materials

[71, 85]. Depending on illumination level, SCLC estimates of solar cells in

third and fourth quadrants can differ by at least a factor of two. Notably, the
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.6: Intensity-dependent mobility trends extracted by fitting the Mott-
Gurney equation for the unipolar (a) electron and (b) hole devices for applied
biases >100V .

dependence of mobility on intensity, and thus free carrier concentration, is not

the same for both charge carriers. These are important details and must be

considered for development of more accurate device models.

Since these devices are operated at a much higher bias than is typical

for short-channel devices, such as vertical solar cells, the built-in potential

(∼0.5V ) is not a significant correction term in our SCLC fitting. Critically, for

analysis of injected SCL currents to be valid, injected charge must be sufficient

to overwhelm space-charge resulting from collection of photogenerated carriers.

From the magnitude of injected current in Figure 5.4a, the injected charge

carrier density is estimated to be on the order of 1016cm-3 or greater. This is

roughly an order of magnitude greater than carrier density in SCRs obtained

from our earlier simulation work[94]. We can therefore safely assume that SCL

conditions are valid at high biases. To test if the Schottky barrier between

the gold-organic interface was compromised by dipoles, gold was replaced by
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.7: Current-voltage characteristics of an aluminum-platinum device (a)
in the dark and (b) in the photoactive region.

platinum which has an even deeper work function -5.65eV lateral devices with

unipolar aluminum-aluminum and platinum-platinum (Pt-Pt), and ambipolar

aluminum-platinum (Al-Pt) contacts.

In a voltage range typical to vertical OPVs, Figure 5.7, aluminum-

platinum devices show fair current-voltage behavior. Rectification in the dark

is three orders of magnitude. Figure 5.8b, shows a VOC=0.5V and suggests

that the Fermi levels are pinned.

The photocurrent in forward and reverse bias is included in Figure

5.8. From the saturation point of the voltage exponent, G is estimated to be

4.72×1021cm-3sec-1. Charge extraction, as seen from the calculated voltage

exponents (not corrected for VBI) in Figure 5.8c, is close to ideal. m begins

close to 1 in the ohmic regime, enters the limited regime m≈0.5 with a gentle

downward slope, and finally falling upon saturation. Eventually injection

from the contacts causes m to rise as injected current becomes comparable to

photocurrent. The onset and slope of m in the limited regime suggests that
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 5.8: Current- voltage characteristics of an aluminum-platinum device
(a), only charge extraction (b) and (c) the voltage exponent.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.9: Injected currents in forward bias for (a electron and (b hole unipolar
devices, and the respective (c electron and (d hole voltage exponents.

the recombination rate is reduced compared to Langevin as has been reported

in literature[13, 91] and our own investigations[103].

Unipolar injection currents are shown in Figure 5.9.

Extracted SCL electron and hole mobilities vs. intensity are shown

in Figure 5.10. The electron mobility is slightly reduced compared to values

extracted in the Al-Au lateral device. The hole mobility has increased, and

does not have the same linear trend with intensity but rather also shows signs
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.10: Intensity-dependent mobility trends extracted by fitting the Mott-
Gurney equation for the unipolar (a) electron and (b) hole unipolar lateral
devices at applied biases >100V .

of saturating at higher intensities. The deeper work function of Pt-Pt devices

means nearly all injected carriers are holes. Interface dipoles in Au-Au devices

lead to injection of both electrons and holes, though the hole current comprises

the greater portion.

Higher hole currents can be attributed to improved hole injection and

reduced electron injection. Also, while the BHJ materials are the same for

both Al-Au and Al-Pt devices, differences in BHJ morphology are known to

dramatically change the morphology of P3HT:PCBM [25, 109] and the improved

morphology is the another potential cause of slightly different mobility behavior

between the two devices.

Judging from Figure 5.7b reverse bias injection of LOPVs is quite fair

within a voltage range typical for vertical OPVs. For applied voltages normal

to intermediate or longer channel length LOPVs, high bias values mean that

some reverse-bias injection is inevitable.
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The Schottky barrier of the hole-injecting contact, either Au or Pt,

appears sufficient to block reverse-bias injection up to reasonable bias’ and

enable good injection of holes.

In fact, examination of electron injection: evidenced by the dark and

low-intensity currents, points to the Aluminum as the problematic contact.

Exponents higher than 2 could be related to Poole-Frenkel mobility dependence

of electrons, but the disparity between the two unipolar electron-injecting

device sets points to a device-related variations as the cause. Photo-modulated

injection[107] results in improved injection at higher intensities, but at lower

intensities Schottky barriers are too hight and current in injection-limited.

The electron-injecting Al contact is more difficult to replace to test its

performance. Few materials have a better work functions and are compatible

with the LOPV fabrication process. The easiest route to replace aluminum is a

semi-transparent conducting oxide (like zinc-tin oxide) to set the contact work

function and use a metal such as platinum as a conducting core.

This assesment points to that lateral devices suffer from similar contact

issues encountered during the initial stage of vertical OPV development, before

very good blocking layers were developed.

We determined the intensity-dependent mobilities of electron and hole

charge carriers in the same P3HT:PC71BM film from dark to AM1.5 illumina-

tion. Lateral devices with aluminum-aluminum contacts were used to evaluate

electrons and gold-gold or platinum-platinum contacts were used for holes.

Mobility of holes is shown to increase linearly with intensity, whereas electron

mobility begins to saturate at higher intensities.
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The mobility values were extracted by fitting the injection current in

forward bias to the Mott-Gurney Law. The fitting was done at biases where

injected space-charge overwhelms the space-charge due to extraction of photo-

generated carriers. The injection current was found by carefully discounting the

contribution of photocurrent to total current for devices operated in forward

bias.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

Academic research on carrier transport in bulk heterojunctions has

focused on using vertical structures. In literature, the vertical structure is

nearly universally adopted for making organic photovoltaic devices. Thus, the

cycle of OPV design, study, and improvement is constrained to the vertical

structure.

Unfortunately, the vertical structure also obscures transport and loss

mechanisms that emerge at longer transport lengths. Studying what occurs at

these lengths is important for building a more complete understanding of BHJ

materials.

To expand physical understanding of transport of BHJ materials, I

developed theoretical and experimental techniques based on the lateral device

structure. Lateral devices are especially well-suited for studying transport and

recombination mechanisms.

This dissertation stands as the last work on lateral devices. It aims

to cover the latest understanding of theory and measurement techniques for

LOPVs with bulk heterojunctions photoactive films.

The first part overviewed lateral structures and their use in OPVs. It

started by covering the bulk heterojunction itself: photoactive electron- and
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hole- transporting materials, film morphology, and fundamentals of carrier

generation and collection. Vertical devices, as well as measurement techniques,

were summarized. The dissertation transitioned to lateral devices and their

fit into academic research on organic solar cell. Specifically, lateral devices

enable investigation of transport at lengths greater than microns and open

the BHJ film to various types of probing. A short summary of earlier optical

microscopy and electrical characterization is included to provide a background

experimental results already documented in literature. Optical microscopy can

be used to image the electric field and map charge collection efficiency in the

BHJ channel. Current-voltage behavior is assessed to determine where current

is space-charge-limited. And profiling of the channel potential with in situ

probes is developed as an alternative method for extracting carrier mobilities

and the recombination coefficient.

The second part of this dissertation covered simulation of charge ex-

traction in lateral devices. Behavior of lateral devices with a channel length

of 3µm was modeled with Silvaco Atlas. Current-voltage curves and profile

of the electric field of a basic model were presented. Variation of transport

parameters was undertaken to explore their effects on charge extraction.

The third part demonstrated use of potentiometry within the recombina-

tion zone to parametrize transport and recombination in the bulk heterojunction.

A 50µm LOPV was used to study the PDTSi-TzTz:PC71BM BHJ. The poten-

tial in the recombination and the current-voltage curves were used to extract

the bulk conductivity. Conductivity was then used to extract the mobility

ratio, electron and hole mobilities, and the recombination coefficient.
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The fourth part explored analysis of lateral devices in forward bias.

Injected current in forward bias was found to be space-charge-limited. Lateral

devices with contacts with asymmetric work functions were used to extract

the photocurrent, and devices with symmetric contacts were used to measure

unipolar electron and hole currents. Electron and hole mobilities were ex-

tracted from unipolar space-charge-limited currents were used. Measurement of

unipolar electron and hole currents in the same BHJ is very difficult to achieve

in vertical devices, showcasing one of the advantages of lateral devices.

In essence, this dissertation is the conclusion on investigation of transport

physics with lateral structures. It builds on a theoretical descriptions of behavior

given by Zi-En Ooi and Kelly Liang. It draws on experimental support from

optical microscopy from two different groups: Professor Zhu and Dr. Joshua

Morris, and Professor Vanden Bout and Dr. Micah Glaz and Dr. Marlene

Gutierrez. And my work extends methods for analysis of current-voltage which

were developed by Professor Dodabalapur’s students Dr. Chris Lombardo and

Dr. Eric Danielson.

This work is not exhaustive, nor complete. Some behavior is still

incompletely understood. And questions remain unanswered. But the sum

total of this dissertation builds a firm foundation with which these problems

can be approached.
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Appendix A

Fabrication of Lateral Structures

A.1 Development History

Lateral structures were initially fabricated by Chris Lombardo (Ph.D.

2012) using photolithogrpahy and were an offshoot of his work on bottom-

contact bottom-gate organic FETs. The OFET mask he developed is still

present(as of August 8, 2016) and was used for some of the results reported.

Subsequent developments on the lateral structure were made by Eric Danielson

(Ph.D. 2014). To better match transport dimensions in vertical solar cells,

Eric worked out fabrication of LOPV devices using electron-beam lithography.

He also introduced thin, minimally-intrusive, physical probes into the device

channel to measure the voltage profile throughout [103]. Eric also transitioned

fabrication from silicon to glass substrates.

A.2 Cleaning

All device preparation was performed at the Microelectronics Research

Center facilities.

First, glass substrates were pre-cleaned for 10 minutes with piranha (1

part hydrogen peroxide : 2 parts semiconductor-grade sulfuric acid), rinsed

with de-ionized water, and dried in the facilities’ SRD. After piranha cleaning,

the substrates were sonicated for at least 2 minutes in acetone, methanol and
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isopropanol, then dried under house nitrogen. Cleaning was finished by a

120sec 50ppm oxygen plasma treatment at 120watts in the March Asher to

remove residual organic contamination and slightly roughen the glass surface.

A.3 Lithography & Development

Metal electrodes were defined either by photolithogrpahy or e-beam

lithography. The minimum resolution of the facilities mask aligner is 3µm, so all

devices requiring shorter dimensions were fabricated using e-beam lithography.

Photolithography, development, and metal deposition were repeated until the

lateral devices were completed.

A.3.1 Photolithography

Devices with all channel lengths >3µm were made using convential

photolithogrpahy where contacts were defined through an image-reversal process.

Two metal layers patterned. AZ-5209 provided by the facilities was used as

photoresist. The photoresist was spun-cast unto the substrate at 500RPM

(100RPM acceleration) for 5sec, then increased to 4000RPM (1000RPM

acceleration) for 60sec. The substrate was post-baked at 90◦C for 150sec.

Photoresist exposure was done with the Karl-Suss MA-6 mask aligner.

First exposure in hard contact mode was 3.2sec long and was followed by

a hard-bake at 115◦C for 150sec. Image-reversal was finished with a flood

exposure of 18.4sec.

The exposed pattern was developed with facilities’ developer MF-6.

Substrate was immersed in the developer and gently agitated every 20sec for a
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total development of 60sec, followed by a complete rinse in de-ionized water.

The developed pattern was cleaned up with a 15sec 50ppm oxygen plasma

treatment at 120watts in the March Asher.

A.3.2 Electron-beam Lithography

Devices requiring channel lengths ≥3µm were fabricated using e-beam

lithography. Three metal layers were deposited: two for contact electrodes

and one for in-situ probes and pads. ZEP-520 was used as photoresist and

was generously supplied by Marilyn Palard. The photoresist was spun-cast

at 500RPM (100RPM acceleration) for 5sec, then increased to 4000RPM

(1000RPM acceleration) for 60sec. Substrate is post-baked at 165◦C for

150sec. To prevent charge build-up on the glass substrate and enable proper

exposure under the electron beam, a 30Å layer of gold was deposited using the

Dodabalapur group’s Denton thermal evaporator.

E-beam exposure was performed using the JEOL-6000. The exposure

dosage is 200uCcm-2 for rectangles and 0.12nCcm-1 for lines. Fine features

such as aligned channel lengths <500nm and in-situ probes were defined using

5th lens with shotmodulation of -20. Larger features, like contact pads, are

exposed in 4th lens with modulation of -20.

Exposed substrate was submersed in amyl acetate for 135sec for develop-

ment and agitated every 30sec in that span. After development, the substrate

was washed with IPA and dried under nitrogen. The developed pattern was

cleaned by 12sec 30ppm oxygen plasma treatment at 85watts in the cleanroom

PlasmaTherm #2.
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A.4 Metal Deposition & Lift-off

Metal layers were deposited using the group’s Denton thermal evap-

orator. The restoration of the original Bell Labs cryopump that Professor

Dodabalapur brought with him, was performed with assistance from Bill Ostler.

All depositions were completed at a pressure ≤2×10-6torr, though the base

pressure was usually ≤10-6torr.

Aluminum was deposited at a rate of 0.1Å/sec for the first 5nm and

the remaining thickness is deposited at a rate of 0.5Å/sec. The total thickness

was at least 45nm.

Gold was deposited at a rate of 0.1Å/sec for the first 5nm and the

remaining thickness was deposited at a rate of 0.5Å/sec. Prior to gold, 45Å

of titanium was deposited at 0.1 Å/sec as an adhesion layer. The total metal

thickness of the was at least 45nm.

A.4.1 AZ-5209 lift-off

To remove AZ-5209, the metallized substrate was immersed in ace-

tone, gently agitated, covered with foil (to slow solvent evaporation), and left

overnight. After, the substrate was sequentially transferred from baths of

acetone, methanol, IPA, lastly DI water, then dried with nitrogen to complete

the lift-off.

A.4.2 ZEP-520 lift-off

E-beam photoresist was removed using Remover-PG: which is something

of an art. Remover-PG was heated to 80◦C in a covered glass dish. The
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substrate was placed in the chemical for at least 30 minutes. When majority

of the deposited metal film floats off the substrate, it is gently agitated to

remove the film, then placed into an IPA bath. In IPA, varying degress of

agitation were applied to the substrate to remove any remining excess metal.

The substrate is then placed back into Remover-PG for 5 more minutes. Again,

the substrate is placed into IPA and finally dried with nitrogen.

A.5 Acknowledgments

Tremendous thanks to the MRC facilities staff: Jesse (William) James,

Bill Ostler, Marilyn Palard.
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Appendix B

Simulation Parameters

This appendix contains the script file for the basic Silvaco Atlas simula-

tion of a lateral organic photovoltaic device.

B.1 Base Silvaco Atlas LOPV Simulation File

# Oleksiy Slobodyan

go atlas

########### <<<<< Device Structure >>>>> ##########

# Aluminum = Left contact(cathode, electron-collecting contact)

# P3HT: LUMO= 3.2, HOMO= 5.1 (Heeger, Science 13 Vol. 317 2007)

# PC71BM: LUMO= 4.2, HOMO=6.1 (Marks, Guo Adv. Mat. 2013)

# Gold = Right contact(anode, hole-collecting contact);

# forms dipole w organic

########### <<<<< Material Dimensions (um) >>>>> ##########

set BHJ_length=3

set BHJ_thickness=0.1

set metal_thickness= $BHJ_thickness

set metal_width=0.1

########### <<<<< Material Parameters >>>>> ##########
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# BHJ parameters

set mu_e0=5.0e-4

set mu_h0=5.0e-4

set eps_r = 3.5

set r_langevin = 1.602e-19/($eps_r*8.854e-14)*($mu_e0+$mu_h0)

########### <<<<< Biasing (V/cm) >>>>> ##########

set eff_field_max = 5.0e5

set bias_forward = $eff_field_max * ($BHJ_length * 1e-4)

set bias_reverse = -1 * $bias_forward

set bias_points = 300

set bias_step_f = ($bias_forward - 0) / $bias_points

set bias_step_r = ($bias_reverse - 0) / $bias_points

set E0= 0

set E2e3 = 2E3*($BHJ_length * 1e-4)

########### <<<<< Mesh >>>>> ##########

set end=$BHJ_length+$metal_width

set BHJ_center_x=$BHJ_length / 2

set BHJ_top_y=$BHJ_thickness - $metal_thickness

set BHJ_cutline=$BHJ_thickness-$metal_thickness/2

set left_SCR = $BHJ_length/10

set left_probe = $BHJ_length/5

set right_SCR = $BHJ_length - $BHJ_length/10

set right_probe = $BHJ_length - $BHJ_length/5

set spacing_x_primary= $BHJ_length / 300

set spacing_x_secondary= $spacing_x_primary*2
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set spacing_y_primary=$BHJ_thickness / 40

set spacing_y_secondary=$spacing_y_primary * 20

# By making the width 1e8um, the xz area= 1cm^2

# thus current I= current density J

set width_mod = 1e8/$BHJ_thickness

mesh width=$width_mod auto smooth=1

x.mesh l=-$metal_width spacing=0.1

x.mesh l=0 spacing=$spacing_x_primary

x.mesh l=$left_SCR spacing=$spacing_x_primary

x.mesh l=$left_probe spacing=$spacing_x_secondary

x.mesh l=$right_probe spacing=$spacing_x_secondary

x.mesh l=$right_SCR spacing=$spacing_x_primary

x.mesh l=$BHJ_length spacing=$spacing_x_primary

x.mesh l=$end spacing=0.1

y.mesh l=0 spacing=$spacing_y_secondary

y.mesh l=$BHJ_thickness spacing=$spacing_y_secondary

region number=1 material=Organic y.max=$BHJ_thickness

elec num=1 name=cathode material=Aluminum \

x.min=-$metal_width length=$metal_width \

y.min=$BHJ_top_y y.max=$BHJ_thickness

elec num=2 name=anode material=Gold \

x.min=$BHJ_length length=$metal_width \

y.min=$BHJ_top_y y.max=$BHJ_thickness

########### <<<<< Set Material Parameters >>>>> ##########
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##> Material

material material=Organic permi=$eps_r eg300=1.0 affinity=4.1

material material=Organic nc300=1E20 nv300=1E20

material material=Organic arichn=120 arichp=120

material material=Organic taun0=5e-5 taup0=5e-5

material material=Organic me.tunnel=100 mh.tunnel=100

material material=Organic vsatn=1e5 vsatp=1e5

##Recombination

material material=Organic a.langevin=1.0e-2

##Transport

mobility material=Organic mun0=$mu_e0 mup0=$mu_h0

##> Poole-Frenkel mobility model

#mobility material=Organic mun0=$mob_e0 mup0=$mob_h0

#mobility material=Organic T0n.pfmob=10000 T0p.pfmob=10000

#mobility material=Organic deltaen.pfmob=0 deltaep.pfmob=0

#mobility material=Organic betan.pfmob=2.5852e-6

#mobility material=Organic betap.pfmob=2.5852e-6

#beta is on by default, these values set it to a +1E-4

#mobility material=Organic gamman.pfmob=0 gammap.pfmob=-1.1E-3

#mobility material=Organic vthn.pfmob=1e5 vthp.pfmob=1e5

## Defects ##

#odefects material=Organic NA=1e15

#odefects HA=1E16 TCA=450 HD=1E16 TCD=450

########### <<<<< Contacts >>>>> ##########

contact num=1 workfunc= 4.1
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contact num=2 workfunc= 5.1

#Lumped element model: resistance=3e8 [ohm-um]

#Surface recombination velocity model:

#surf.rec vsurfn=1e6 vsurfp=1e6 [cm/sec]

#Barrier Lowering. b: image force, a: dipole lowering [cm]:

#barrier beta=1e0 alpha=5e-7

########### <<<<< Models >>>>> ##########

model material=Organic srh langevin print

#model material=Organic pfmob

########### <<<<< Illumination >>>>> ##########

# *.lib contains the generation rate file

beam num=1 x.o=$BHJ_center_x y.o=-1.0 AM1.5 \

f.radiate=solar_G4e21.lib

########### <<<<< Numerical Model adjustments >>>>> #########

#probe name=RZfield x.min=$left_probe x.max=$right_probe \

y=$BHJ_cutline min FIELD dir=0

output band.par con.band val.band \

j.total j.diffusion j.drift e.mobility h.mobility

# ’climit’ controls the minimum resolvable carrier concentration

# ’maxtrap’ the maximum number of cutbacks during any solution

method climit=1e-4 maxtrap=20

## DARK Current Bias Point ##

solve init

solve prev

solve vanode=$E0 name=anode vcathode=0
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save absorb outfile= LOPV1D_3um_dark_extraction_E0.str

tonyplot LOPV1D_3um_dark_extraction_E0.str -set \

Efield_LOPV_3um.set

## DARK Current Sweep ##

solve init

solve prev

log outfile= LOPV1D_3um_dark_forward.log no.trap

log csvfile= LOPV1D_3um_dark_forward.csv no.trap

solve vanode=0 vstep=$bias_step_f vfinal=$bias_forward \

name=anode vcathode=0

log off

solve init

solve prev

log outfile= LOPV1D_3um_dark_reverse.log no.trap

log csvfile= LOPV1D_3um_dark_reverse.csv no.trap

solve vanode=0 vstep=$bias_step_r vfinal=$bias_reverse \

name=anode vcathode=0

log off

#plot the dark data

tonyplot LOPV1D_3um_dark_reverse.log -overlay \

LOPV1D_3um_dark_forward.log -set JV_lateral.set

## LIGHT Current Bias Point ##

solve init

solve prev

solve b1=0.01
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solve b1=1.0

solve vanode=$E0 name=anode vcathode=0

save absorb outfile= LOPV1D_3um_light_extraction_E0.str

tonyplot LOPV1D_3um_light_extraction_E0.str -set \

Efield_LOPV_3um.set

## LIGHT Current Sweep ##

solve init

solve prev

solve b1=1.0

log csvfile= LOPV1D_3um_light_forward.csv no.trap

log outfile= LOPV1D_3um_light_forward.log no.trap

solve vanode=0 vstep=$bias_step_f vfinal=$bias_forward \

name=anode vcathode=0

log off

solve init

solve prev

solve b1=1.0

log csvfile= LOPV1D_3um_light_reverse.csv no.trap

log outfile=LOPV1D_3um_light_reverse.log no.trap

solve vanode=0 vstep=$bias_step_r vfinal=$bias_reverse \

name=anode vcathode=0

log off

#plot the light data

tonyplot LOPV1D_3um_light_reverse.log -overlay \

LOPV1D_3um_light_forward.log -set JV_lateral.set
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## Photovoltaic performance

extract init infile="LOPV1D_3um_light_forward.log"

extract init infile="LOPV1D_3um_light_forward.log"

extract name="power" curve(v."anode",v."anode"*i."anode") \

outfile="power_LOPV1D.log"

extract name="Jsc" y.val from curve(v."anode",i."anode") \

where x.val=0.0

extract name="Voc" x.val from curve(v."anode",i."anode") \

where y.val=0.0

extract name="Pm" min(curve(v."anode", (v."anode" * i."anode")))

extract name="Vm" x.val from curve(v."anode", \

(v."anode"*i."anode")) where y.val=$"Pm"

extract name="Im" $"Pm"/$"Vm"

extract name="FF" $"Pm"/($"Jsc"*$"Voc")

quit

B.2 Carrier-concentration-dependent mobility code

This equation follows the form initially given by Christina Tanase [126].

Some of the values were changed.

#include <stdio.h>

#include <stdlib.h>

#include <math.h>
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#include <ctype.h>

#include <malloc.h>

#include <string.h>

#include <template.h>

/*

* General field dependent mobility model for holes.

* TOtal FIeld Mobility (parallel and perpendicular components)

* Statement: MATERIAL/MOBILITY

* Parameter: F.TOFIMUP

* Arguments:

* Eperp [in] - perpendicular electric field (V/cm)

* Na [in] - acceptor concentration (/cm^3)

* Nd [in] - donor concentration (/cm^3)

* pconc [in] - hole concentration (/cm^3)

* Epar [in] - parallel electric field (V/cm)

* TL [in] - lattice temperature (K)

* xcomp [in] - x-species fraction (0-1)

* ycomp [in] - y-species fraction (0-1)

*

* *mup [return] - hole mobility (cm^2/Vs)

* *dmupdep [return] - derivative of *mup wrt Eperp

* *dmupdepar [return] - derivative of *mup wrt Epar

* *dmupdl [return] - derivative of *mup wrt TL

* *dmupdp [return] - derivative of *mup wrt pconc
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*/

int tofimup(double Eperp,double Na,double Nd,double pconc,

double Eparl,double TL,double xcomp,double ycomp,double *mup,

double *dmupdep,double *dmupdepar,double *dmupdl,double *dmupdp)

{

/* Concentration dependent percolation model: */

/* Zhang Appl. Phys. Lett. 97, 083303 (2010) */

double q = 1.602E-19;

double mu0 = 5E-5; /* low-density mobility: (cm2/V-sec) */

double vsat= 1.0E5; /* saturation velocity: (cm/sec) */

double sigma = 1.6E4; /* conductivity prefactor: (S/vm) */

double T0 = 420; /* exponential DOS width: (K) */

double a= 1.6E-10; /* overlap parameter: cm/sec */

double B=2.8; /* overlap parameter: cm/sec */

double E, mu_sat, mu_doping, mu_slope, mu_norm;

double Tr, overlap, path, hopping;

E = sqrt(pow(Eparl,2)+pow(Eperp,2));

mu_sat = vsat/E;

Tr = T0/TL;

overlap = 2/(a*100);

path = pow(overlap,3)*B;
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hopping = pow(Tr,4)*(0.85)/(path);

//hopping = 6.922E-25;

mu_doping = mu0+sigma/q*pow(hopping,Tr)*pow(pconc,(Tr-1));

mu_slope = sigma/q*(Tr-1)*pow(hopping,Tr)*pow(pconc,(Tr-2));

mu_norm = 1/(1/mu_sat+1/mu_doping);

//mu_norm = mu_doping;

*mup = mu_norm;

*dmupdepar = 0.0;

*dmupdep = 0.0;

*dmupdl = 0.0;

*dmupdp = 0.0;

return(0);
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Appendix C

Synthetic Procedure for PDTSi-TzTz

The copolymer PDTSi-TzTz shown in Figure 2.2b was synthesized via

a Pd-catalyzed Stille polymerization of the silolodithiophene and dithienylthia-

zolothiazole monomers. The electron-poor dithienylthiazolothiazole monomer

synthesis follows previously reported literature procedures [150–152] and begins

with the Kumada coupling of 3-bromothiophene with tetradecylmagnesium bro-

mide. Subsequent bromination at the 2-position is followed by treatment with

magnesium to form a Grignard reagent, and in-situ reaction with dimethylform-

amide to produce a hemiaminal magnesium salt. This hemiaminal is hydrolyzed

to give the desired aldehyde, which is then condensed with dithiooxamide to

give the unsubstituted dithienylthiazolo[5,4-d]thiazole. This unsubstituted

moiety is then brominated with N-bromosuccinimide, treated with n-BuLi to

achieve a lithium-halogen exchange, and reacted with chlorotrimethylstannane

to give the stannylated coupling partner.

The electron-rich silolodithiophene monomer was prepared following a

modified literature procedure[151]. Silicon tetrachloride is reacted in a two-step

procedure with two equivalents of (2-ethylhexyl)magnesium bromide to yield

dichlorobis(2-ethylhexyl)silane. This is then reacted with 5-and 5′-trimethyl-

silyl-protected dibromobithiophene to achieve the desired silolodithiophene.

The trimethylsilyl groups were replaced with bromines through electrophilic
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ipso-substitiution and this brominated species was used as the halogenated

Stille coupling partner for the synthesis of PDTSi-TzTz.
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